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DEDICATION
This booklet is offered to the lotus-hands of my most revered father and mother,
by whose grace I have attained the lotus-feet of Śrī-Śrī Bābā.
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INTRODUCTION
I had my doubts whether it was proper or not to publish Śrī-Śrī Bābā’s

(Prabhupāda Śrīla Nikuñja Gosvāmī’s) extraordinary life and priceless teachings in a

booklet. For many days the stories about Śrī-Śrī Bābā had been locked up in various
diaries and notebooks. Although I had the desire to publish a number of times it never
actually came to it. I was not completely sure whether publishing Śrī-Śrī Bābā’s story
for the public in the shape of a book would be disrespectful toward Him or not.
Actually nothing is really possible without His inspiration. I also had doubts about my

own strength. In this condition a phone call came from Śrī-Śrī Bābā’s ashram in
Rāmacandrapura (Navadvīpa, Nadīyā). That year was the 75th anniversary of Bābā’s

birth, so the devotees had a desire to hold a commemorating festival on the 23rd of
Āśvina, 1415 Bengali year (October, 2008). Though I wanted to attend the festival it

was not possible, but a desire arose in my mind – I felt it necessary to tell the current
generation about Bābā. Many want to know about Bābā. I told the ashram-dwellers
about my plan and they joyfully welcomed it. First brief sketches of different events
were made, then, by the devotees’ eager wish, other events and instructions were

added to create the current booklet ‘Rāmacandrapura’s Sādhu-Bābā’. Actually it is not

possible for an insignificant soul like me to fully reveal Śrī-Śrī Bābā’s full divine form,
but I will consider my effort a success if I can show at least a drop of this ocean. His
extraordinary life is pervading the knowledge of His innumerable devotees. If they are

all published perhaps we can create a garland of His entire life with different flowerlike narrations.

I saw Śrī-Śrī Bābā first in the home of my parents in Mau-grāma, near Katwa,

when I was very small. An event from that time is given. I advanced a lot on the path

of life (I grew up), before Śrī-Śrī Bābā gave His footdust to our home in Mau-grāma,
on the initiative of my father, Śrī Rākha-Hari Datta Mahāśaya. I had the chance to see
Him from very close by then. Once I saw Bābā’s rudra-rūpa (form featuring Shiva’s
divine anger) and got really scared, but my father encouraged me by saying “You

have only seen His rudra-rūpa, but there is a very tender form hidden within that. You
will understand by associating with Him.” By regularly going to the ashram I got to

know Śrī-Śrī Bābā’s true character. After taking ashray (initiation) from Śrī-Śrī Bābā I
had the fortune of being close to Him for just five years. In that short period He took
me with Him to Śrī Vṛndāvana, Jaipur, Pushkar and other holy places, and He also
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brought me to the homes of various devotees, where I got opportunities for devotional

service. I must admit that Śrī-Śrī Bābā was able to perceive what was on the minds of
his children (disciples) through His inner vision, so I was oft afraid to that He would
perceive some offence on my behalf while I was in His presence. If I had a clean

conscience in His presence there was no trouble on my mind, though. The activities of
one who is both soft as a flower and hard as a thunderbolt are a bit different in the

eye of the ordinary folk. He was the lion-like Advaita-ācārya Himself, the universal
teacher, who promised to teach the world with His divine roars and His divine
conduct. He was exemplary in His teaching of the proper purport of the scriptures,

maintaining devotional etiquette, preaching the pure type of worship, and above all,
revealing the way to properly serve Śrī-Śrī Rādhā-Madan Gopāl.

Many thirsty souls, travellers in the desert of material life, came to the soles of

His lotus-feet, having lost the way, in search of an oasis. He quenched their thirst by

giving them a mantra of revival. Now too it is absolutely necessary to get His merciful
blessings in order to fill our minds, which are so attached to sense enjoyment and are

grasped by old age and disease, with the nectar of devotion. Therefore Śrī-Śrī Bābā’s
example is the guide to break the network of illusion in the material world and to

inundate us in the ocean of bhakti. Śrī-Śrī Bābā descended with the full force of

Prabhu Sītānātha, who is called bhakti bhāṇḍārī, the treasurer of bhakti. It is our duty
to always increase the beauty of the service of His worshipable Śrī-Śrī RādhāMadangopāl, whom He loves more than millions of life-airs. Here we attain His loving
blessings and our human births will be blessed.

Finally let me express my gratitude to all those well-wishers who have assisted
in the publication of this booklet. I express my unlimited trust in the current

inhabitants of Śrī-Śrī Bābā’s ashram in Rāmacandrapura – this task would not have

been accomplished without their encouragement. My fellow-student and special wellwishing friend Śrī Tapan Adhikārī Mahāśaya always encouraged me – I am especially
indebted to him. I am also indebted to Śrī-Śrī Bābā’s surrendered servant Śrī

Tapobrata Mahānta (Kumkum Da), who has given me valuable advice while reading
the draft-document. I am also bound with the ropes of gratitude to all those devotees

and relatives who assisted me in the publication of this booklet by revealing their

stories about Śrī-Śrī Bābā’s sacred life. The employees at Varnali Printing Press, Salar,

Murshidabad, have helped without reservation in the publication of the booklet – my
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endless thanks to them too. I take responsibility for whatever mistake there may be in
this booklet, I wish to correct them in future editions.
Maugram, Bardhaman (W. Bengal, India)

30th Ashwin, 1415 Bengali (October, 2008)
Humble servant,
Sattinath Dutta
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RĀMACHANDRAPUR’S SĀDHU BĀBĀ
A solitary cave in Gomukhi. An old ascetic, older than 80 years. In front of him
stands a youthful Brahmacārī, with matted locks (jaṭās). In his heart the young man
carries an unconquerable vow, whose firmness is stamped on his appearance. He
wants to spend the rest of his life in the solitary wilderness of Gomukhī fixed in

meditation on His iṣṭa (beloved deity). But that would not happen because this old
ascetic would reverse His life. He asked the young man: आप किस किये याहा आये है? आप
िोिािय मे जाइये! “Why have you come here? Go back to the world of population!! This is
not your life’s destiny, to sit in a cave of Gomukhī! Go to the populated world and

save the people who are afflicted by the influence of the age of Kali there with the
power of Your sādhanā!” Thus the brahmacārī returned, his dream of a solitary life
thwarted, to show the suffering souls the path of their redemption. The young man of

that time was none other than Prabhupāda Śrīla Nikuñja Gopāl Goswāmī, the crest
jewel of Advaita Prabhu’s dynasty, who was also known as Rāmacandrapur’s Sādhu

Bābā, Bel-talār Sādhu-Bābā (who sat under the Bilva tree) or Pagal Bābā (the mad
saint). He used to stay in Rāmacandrapura, a quarter in the area of Pracheen Māyāpur

(old Māyāpur) in Navadveep Dhām, and is also named Bel-talār Sādhu Bābā because
of spending 16 years under a Bilva tree there, or Pagal Bābā due to his extravagant
conduct.

Prabhupāda Śrīla Nikuñja Gopāl Goswāmī was born in the 13th generation of

direct descendants from Śrīman Advaita Prabhu, who was famous as Gaur Ānā
Ṭhākur, the Lord who brought Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu to this world. This dynasty

also brought forth luminaries like Prabhupāda Śrī Lokanāth Brahmacārī and Bijoy
Krishna Goswami. Śri Caitanya Mahāprabhu and Śrīpāda Mādhavendra Purī bestowed
unlimited mercy upon this great dynasty in which He appeared. Sādhu Bābā appeared

as the youngest son of Pratibhā Devī and Prabhupāda Śrīla Ānanda Gopāl Goswāmī in
Nīlakānta Kuñja, close to the Radha Bazar in central Navadvīpa. Even without
counting the history of His dynasty He had appeared to rescue the fallen souls
afflicted by the age of Kali, having the full force of Prabhu Sītānāth (Advaita Prabhu)

Himself. From his childhood He was different from the rest, as He did not care much
for the family tradition (of exclusive bhakti). This caused no end of worry to his father

and mother. At home there was the service of Madangopāl, and Bābā’s elder brothers
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were dedicated to study, but Bābā himself rejected all this and practiced his own
sādhanā. He used one room in the house where He practiced different yoga-exercises,
accepting Lord Shankar Himself as a Guru. Drawing a picture of Devādideva (Lord

Shiva), He was immersed in difficult yoga-sādhanā, which He gradually mastered at
the age of 13/14. After that, He practiced one different sādhanā after the other. He did
not want to blindly accept the household-deity, but instead performed severe

austerities to determine Their glories himself. When after some time He had a vision
in a dream that He was swapping a priceless diamond for a piece of glass He
embraced Madangopal within His heart unambiguously.

His behavior was reminiscent of that of Prabhu Sītānāth 1 Himself. Immersed to

his neck in the Ganges and imagining Himself carrying the footprints of Śrī Viṣṇu on
His head, He roared and offered Tulasī-leaves and Ganges water. His roars pierced the

coverings of the universe and made Śrī Viṣṇu’s throne tremble. Śrī Viṣṇu could not
remain calm and descended in the ocean-like womb of mother Śacī in the holy town
of Navadwīpa. Word spread around town of Śrīman Mahāprabhu’s birth but even after

hearing this Sītānāth doubted whether Mahāprabhu was Śrī Kṛṣṇa or not. After all, He
had called out for Kṛṣṇa to descend, not for Gaura. His doubt was removed when once
He sat in meditation in the temple of Śrī-Śrī Rādhā-Madangopāl, saw Śrīman
Mahāprabhu emerging from the deity and entering into His heart. Being now assured

of the arrival of His iṣṭadeva, He began to engage Him in the actions He wanted Him
to perform (saving the fallen souls through the chanting of the holy name and the

development of love of God). In the same way Bābā also wanted to be sure about His
iṣṭadeva as He had the attitude of ‘not chewing others’ food-remnants’ (not blindly
accepting things just from hearing) and became free from doubt.

Also later in his youth this powerful sādhaka had a very independent attitude.

In Bābā’s own words:”ছ োটবেলো ছেবেই আমি েোডীর েোরজন ভোই-এর িবযে স্বতন্ত্র ম লোি ।
আিোবে দুয খোওযোন ম ল সিসেো । িো দুয গরি েবর েোটটটো েোইবর ছসজ ছজেঠোিশোবযর েোব পোটঠবয
মদবতন । ছসজ ছজেঠোিহোশয মিৎেবর ছেবল েুবের উপর েবস নোে টটবপ যবর দুয খোওযোবতন”

“From My early childhood I was independent among 12 brothers 2. It was a

problem to feed Me milk even. After My mother had warmed milk for Me, she would

1

Sri Advaita Prabhu was so called because he married a lady named Sītā.

2

Actually Bābā had just 2 brothers and 1 sister, but he meant to say that he was the most independent

person in the extended family. Ed.
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send it to an elderly uncle of mine, who would yell, sit on my chest, press My nostrils
and then pour the milk in My mouth.”

As a toddler and a child Bābā was extremely naughty; He would be endlessly

inventive in His child’s play, but throughout this time the naughty young boy would
be showered by the affection of His mother. In Bābā’s own words:

“আমি ম লোি িোবযর ভজনসঙ্গী । উমন যখন ভজন েরবত েরবত ঘুমিবয পড়বতন তখন আমি

মপবঠ সুড়সুমড় মদবয ঘুি ভোমঙ্গবয মদতোি । েোইবর ছেবে ছেমড়বয এবস জোিো েোপড় ছ বড় আিোবে
এেেোর িোবযবর ছেোবল েসবতই হবতো”

“I was my mother’s bhajan-associate. If she would fall asleep while doing bhajan

I would tickle her back and thus wake her up. I would crawl inside, take off My shirt
and sit on mother’s lap.” He also said:

“সপ্তোবহ এেমদন আিোর জনে িো পুষ্পোন্ন রোন্নো েরবতন । ছযমদন পুষ্পোন্ন হবতো ছসমদন িো

মনবজর হোবত পমরবেশন েরবতন । িোবযর হোবত নো ছখবল আিোর ছপট ভরবতো নো"

“Once a week mother would cook puṣpānna3 for me, and on that day she would

serve me with her own hand. Unless she fed Me, My belly would not be full.” In fact,

Śrī-Śrī Bābā’s mother was an exemplary mother 4. Reminiscing His mother He would
say,
“আিোর িো ম বলন সোক্ষোৎ িোতৃস্বরূপো । এেেোর নীলেোন্ত েুবে ছেোন ছেোন এে উৎসবে
ছিমদনীপুর ছেবে প্রোয এেশ জন ভক্ত এবসব ন । রোবে তোরো এেসবঙ্গ প্রসোদ ছপবত েবসব ন, আর িো
ঘুবর ঘুবর তত্ত্বোেযোন েরব ন । হঠোৎ এেজনবে প্রসোদ ছপবত নো ছদবখ মতমন অপর েেক্তক্তবদর তোর নো
আসোর েোরণ ক্তজজ্ঞোসো েরবলন । তোরো জোনোবলো “ছস অসুস্থ, তোই আসবত পোবর নোই” । মতমন তখন
সেোর অলবক্ষে তোর জনে প্রসোদ মনবয মগবয তোবে েলবলন “েোেো, প্রসোবদ ছখবয নোও - সুস্থ হবয যোবে” ।
ছলোেটট তখন অব োবর েোাঁদব আর েলব “আিোর গভভযোমরণী জননীও এত ছেহ েরবত পোবর নো”

“My mother was the personification of motherhood. Once there was a festival

in Nīlakānta kuñja and 100 devotees came from Medinipur district. They all sat down
for prasāda at night, and mother was walking around sizing the situation up. Suddenly
she noticed that one devotee was missing and she asked other devotees where that
person was. They said: “He is sick, that’s why he cannot come.” Mother then went to

that person unnoticed to bring him some prasāda, saying ‘Please take prasāda – you
will feel better then.” That devotee then wept loudly and said: ‘Even my own mother
was not as affectionate!”

Just as He did with His mother, Bābā similarly attained the special affection of

His father – his father had special faith in Him. In Bābā’s own words:
3

Puṣpānna is boiled rice with added sugar and spices like cardamom. Ed.

4

Following family tradition, Bābā took āśraya (initiation) from His mother.
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“এেেোর েোেোর এেটট েোরেঙ্কল হবযম ল - তোর

ক্তেশটো িুখ হবযম ল । ডোক্তোর েোলীেৃষ্ণ

িুেুট
ভ ী ছদবখ েমলবলন, ওটো অপোবরশন েরবত হবে । েোেো েলবলন ‘আিোর সিস্ত মশরো উপমশরো মনেু
জোবন । সুতরোাং ও যমদ অপোবরশন েবর তোহবল আমি েু বত পোরে নো’ । ছসইিত আমি ছসই েোরেঙ্কল
অপোবরশন েবর সিস্ত পি ছের েবর মদলোি” |

“Once my father had a carbuncle, an abcess, which had 36 openings. Doctor

Kali Krishna Murkuti decided it should be operated on, but my father said: “Niku
knows all my veins and even the subsidiary veins. If He would perform the operation I
wouldn’t feel a thing.” In this way I performed the operation and took out all the pus
myself.”

Thus Bābā passed His childhood, growing up into adulthood, showered by the

affection of His mother and father.

Bābā’s youth is summarized by strict celibacy within and engaging Himself in
different elevating missions externally. For this He opened a Yoga-school, to shape the
character of young people and improve their physical status. Anyone who attended

attained physical skills, strong character and leadership-qualities. Wherever Bābā
witnessed injustice or atrocities He courageously protested. Once when He was
absorbed in teaching in the school one teacher spoke bitter words about the demeanor

of the Goswamis, prompting an immediate and loud response from Bābā. On another
occasion Bābā saw the driver of a fire-engine inattentively running over a pregnant
cow. He became very upset and gave the driver a proper punishment. He was thus
always immediately ready to angrily oppose injustice, wherever He perceived it.

There are many other examples of His strong character and His courage in His
activities of that time.

There were already many indications at that time that in the future a firmness

in the establishment of truth would be revealed in His personality. An event comes to

mind in Bābā’s childhood. The sevaits of Śrī-Śrī Rādhā-Ballabha in Maugrām, in the

sub-district of Katwa in the district of Bardhamān were devotees of Śrī-Śrī Bābā,5 so
Śrī-Śrī Bābā occasionally came there. The late Tinkuḍi Bal Mahāśaya, my paternal
uncle, lived in Maugrāma; he was a pure Vaiṣṇava and knower of śāstra. Bābā was

very happy to discuss śāstra with him. One day Bābā was sitting alone on a stool in a
cottage in Bal Mahāśaya’s estate – He was bulky, wore matted locks (jaṭās) and was
scantily dressed. A bright effulgence shone from His body and He spoke in a powerful
5

Bardhaman district lies west of Nadiya District and Katwa lies right next to Nadiya, in the far east of

Bardhaman.
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manner. Everyone around was a bit afraid too – the slightest wrong or ambiguous
word could reveal their fear. Everyone wanted to admit their offence and thus get

freed from their fault. It was all about vegetarian diet. In a powerful manner Bābā
said:

“ছতোরো েরাং ু মর মনবয আয, আমি আিোর শরীর ছেবে িোাংস ছেবট মদক্তি । তোই ছতোরো খো ।

আর জীেহতেো েবর পোপ েোড়োস্ নো । আিোর সন্তোনরো যমদ িোাংস ছখবত িোয ছতো আমি মনবজর শরীর
ছেবে ছেবট ছদে । এটো আিোর েতভেে” ।

“Better you bring Me a knife, and I will slice a piece of flesh from My own body

– you can eat that then! Do not continue the sin of killing other living beings. If My
children (disciples) want to eat meat I will slice it from My own body – that is My
duty.” It seemed as if He was really ready to slice flesh from His own body. It was
clear that He was the shining embodiment of non-violence, powerfully announcing
His firmness in establishing the truth and His fearlessness in uprooting misbehavior.

During that time His inner renunciation was covered by an external layer of

luxurious dress, hair-do and food. In Bābā’s own words:

“ছপোষোে পমরিদ ও ছেশভূ ষোর েেোপোবরও আিোর ছেশ পমরপোটট ম ল । আমি ছযভোবে েোপড়

যুবয পড়তোি নেদ্বীবপ তখন ঐ জোতীয ছপোষোে ছেউ পড়ত নো । েোমলগবের েোব িুনলোইট ছসলুন
ছেবে প্রমত সপ্তোবহ িুল েোমলাংভ েবর আসতোি । ছসখোবন ইউবরোমপযোন ছলমডরো িুল েোমলাংভ েরবতো ।
আিোর পো ো পযন্ত
ভ
ু বল পড়ো িুলবে েোমলাংভ েবর মপঠ পযন্ত
ভ তু বল রোখত । যখন আমি ছপোষোে পবর
েোইবর ছেবরোতোি তখন সেোই েলত Prince যোবি । তোরপর যখন জীেবনর অমনতেতো ছেোয আসবলো
তখন সেমে ু ছ বড় মদবয ছেৌমপন িোে সম্বল েবর মহিোলবয উবেবশে রওনো হলোি । ইিো ম ল সিস্ত
জীেনটোই মহিোলবয েোটোে । মেন্তু ছগোবপশ্বর ছস ইিোয েোদ সোযবলন-মনবয এবলন এখোবন । এখোবন
ছলোেোলবযর যত ছেোলোহল ও সিসেো সেমে ু সন্মুখীন হবত হবি” ।

“I was very expert in dressing and ornamenting Myself – no one in Navadwīpa
could dress like Me. I used to go once a week to the Moonlight Saloon near Ballygunj,
where the European ladies went, to have My hair curled. My hair, that hung down to

My hips, still reached down to My back after it was curled. If I went out dressed like
that everyone said ‘There goes the Prince!’ Later, when I understood that life is
temporary, I gave it all up and left for the Himalayas with only My loincloth as
possession. I wanted to live in the Himalayas for the rest of My life, but Gopeśvara
stopped Me and brought Me back here, in the world of people, where I must face all
the noise and troubles.”

Regardless of His outer coverings, Bābā was the ideal son – His life was blessed

by His mother’s benediction. In Bābā’s own words:

“আিোর জীেবন িো ও েোেোর স্থোন এেটট দমড়র িবযে পোে মদবল ছযিন হয ছতিনই ছপাঁমিবয

ছপাঁমিবয ম ল । েোেো েলবতন “নীলেোন্ত েুবে এেটো মসাংহ আব
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ছগবল ছয মে হবে েলো যোয নো” । সমতে িোবযর আজ্ঞো

োড়ো ছেোন েোজ েরতোি নো । মতমন যমদ মনবষয

েরবতন তোহবল যত ভোবলো েোজই ছহোে নো ছেন আর আগোতোি নো । আমি গে ভ েবর েলবত পোমর
আিোর ক্তেশ েৎসর েযস পযন্ত
ভ (আিোর ক্তেশ েৎসর েযবস িো মনতেলীলোয প্রবেশ েবরন) আমি েখনও
েেোয েো আিরবণ িোবে ছেোন আঘোত মদই নোই । েোেো জোনবতন আিোর জীেবন িোবযর প্রভোে েতখোমন
। তোই িোবযর মনতেলীলোয প্রবেবশর পর পোব আমি েষ্ট পোয এজনে মতমন আিোর সোিবন ছেোন মদন
েোাঁদবতন নো - পোযখোনো মগবয হোও হোও েবর েোাঁদবতন । এেমদন েোেো আিোবে ছডবে েলবলন, “জোমনস্
ছতোর্ িোই আিোবে মশমখবযব

িদনবগোপোল মেভোবে দশনভ েরবত হয । মতমন এেই সবঙ্গ স্বোিীবসেো,

পুেবদর ছসেো, িদনবগোপোবলর ছসেো সুন্দরভোবে পমরিোলনো েরবতন” | সমতেই িোবযর মনতেলীলোয
প্রবেবশর পর িবন হবযম ল েোেো এেোর িবল ছগবলই ভোবলো হয - এ মেরহ সহে েরো যোয নো । েোেো, িো
যখন িবল যোন তখন আিোর ছিোবখর সোিবন দুটট সূয ভ অস্ত ছগল । তোরপর এেখোনো ছ াঁ ড়ো েোপড় িোে
সম্বল েবর মহিোলবযর উবেবশে ছেমরবয পড়লোি | জীেবন ছেোন প্রবযোজবনর জনে েখনও েোরও
সোহোযে িোই নোই” ।

“I was bound up to my mother and father like a twisted rope6 – father used to

say: “There is one lion in Nīlakānta Kuñja, tied to two chains – but what will happen
if the chain is broken, no one can tell.” Truly I never did anything without mother’s

permission – if she would forbid something I would not pursue it, no matter how nice
it would have been. I can proudly say that in 30 years (I was 30 years old when My
mother entered into the Lord’s eternal pastimes) I never opposed my mother, either in

words or in deeds. My father knew how much influence My mother had over My life.
He would never weep in front of Me after mother entered the eternal pastimes,

thinking I would suffer. He would weep loudly when in the lavatory. One time My
father called Me and said: “You know Your mother showed me how to see
Madangopāl by beautifully serving her husband, her sons and Madangopāl,

altogether.” I surely thought it better if father would also enter the Lord’s eternal
pastimes after mother passed away – he could not tolerate the separation from her.
When my mother and father passed away it was to Me as if two suns had set. After

that I set out for the Himālayas wearing just one simple piece of cloth – never in my
life I wanted to depend on anyone’s help.” This was Bābā’s exemplary renunciation.

Referring to the way in which boys and girls take the wrong path nowadays Bābā
often said “How can they grow up without trusting and respecting their mothers and
fathers? We must teach them to offer respects to their father and mother.”

From Bābā’s early youth onwards His physical strength and versatile genius was

manifest. He was an extraordinarily expert musician who easily gained expertise in

6

Two ropes are often intertwined to make a thick combined rope. This is how tight the parents were to

Bābā.
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playing various instruments that were held in different ways. He was a great sculptor
– devotees were overwhelmed by seeing His flower decorations of the Śrī Vigraha

(deity statue of the Lord). He was also an expert cook. The dishes He offered to Śrī-Śrī
Rādhā-Madangopāl became mahā-prasāda of a divine relish.

Many were eager to make this great young man who was so expert in all

sciences and who was of such high lineage, a relative 7. Param Gurudeva and Ṭhākur-

mā8 were eager to marry their youngest boy. When they had already proceeded far in
this endeavor they wanted to know Śrī-Śrī Bābā’s views on this. Bābā took one night
of His mother and father’s time. That night was a great trial for Him, for it would
decide His future life. In Bābā’s own words:
“মসদ্ধোন্ত জোনোেোর জনে আমি েোেোর েোব

এে রোক্তে সিয মনলোি । তোরপর রোবে আিোর

ভজন েুটটবর আমি যেোবন েসলোি । সিস্ত্র রোক্তে িবল ছগল । ছেোন মনবদভশ ছপলোি নো । ছশবষ জোনোলোি
যমদ ছেোন মনবদভশ নো পোই তোহবল আসন ছেবে উঠে নো । ছভোবরর মদবে ছদমখ এে মনজভন প্রবদবশ
সোযুবদর যুনী জ্বলব । আমি ছসখোবন ছগলোি । ছদখলোি ওাঁ বদর িবযে ছয েবযোবজেষ্ঠ ছসই সোযুটটর হোবত
এেটট ঘমড় । মতমন পোবশ এেটট খোটটযোয মগবয মেশ্রোি েরবলন - িোে পোাঁি মিমনবটর জনে । সোরো শরীবর
ছেোন আেরণ নোই অেি হোবত ঘমড় ছদবখ মেক্তিত হলোি । প্রশ্ন েবর জোনবত পোরলোি মতমন েোর েৎসর
অন্তর পোাঁি মিমনবটর জনে মেশ্রোি ছনন । ঐ সিযটো ছদখোর জনে ঘমড় ছরবখব ন । আমি েরবজোবড়
আিোর অভীষ্ট লবক্ষের েেো জোনোলোি এোং জোনবত িোইলোি তো লোভ েরো সম্ভে মেনো । মতমন আশীেোদ
ভ
েবর েলবলন “সেই হবে তবে সোমদ িৎ েবরো” - সবঙ্গ সবঙ্গ আমি পরেতী জীেবনর আবদশ ছপবয
ছগলোি । সেোবল েোেোবে আিোর মসদ্ধোন্ত জোনোলোি । েোেো খুেই িিোহত
ভ
হবলন মেন্তু জোনবতন আিোর
এই মসদ্ধোবন্তর ছেোন েেমতক্রি হবে নো । তোই ছেোন েেো েলবলন নো । ছসই ছেবে সাংসোরী হওযোর েোসনো
তেোগ েমরলোি ।

“I asked My father for one night so that I could think it over and then tell him

of My decision. That following night I sat down in my bhajan-kutir to meditate. In this

way the entire night passed, but I could not get any clue. Finally I decided I would not
rise from my āsana unless I got the clue to my dilemma. As I saw the dawn
approaching I saw9 a sacrificial fire of a group of sādhus burning in a solitary spot, so I

went there and saw that the eldest among the sādhus had a watch in his hand. He
went to a nearby improvised cot to take rest – for just five minutes! I was astonished
to see he did not wear anything on his body, yet he was wearing a watch! When I

inquired I learned that in twelve years he took rest for just 5 minutes, and for

checking that time he was keeping a watch.10 With folded hands I told him of my
calling and inquired if I could attain My goal or not. He blessed me by saying ‘You
7

To propose a marriage with their daughter.

8

Author’s paternal aunt or grandmother, i.e. Bābā’s parents.

9

This vision of Bābā was divine, not phenomenal.

10

The meaning of this is – don’t waste time sleeping etc. since life is short.
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will attain everything but then do not marry’. In this way I received instructions for
my entire future life. In the morning I told my father about my resolution. Father was

heart-broken but knew that my resolution could not be broken or compromised, so he
did not say anything anymore. From then onwards I gave up my desire to become a
householder.”

From age 30 to 36 – these 6 years Bābā spent on the inaccessible Himālayas –

this period is very astonishing! Bābā lived in the jungle on one of the Himālayan
mountains when a Panjābi woman came and told Him of her sad story. She wanted to

become Bābā’s disciple, but she was young and beautiful. Bābā told her to come back
the next day and became worried – again there was an obstacle to the solitude He had
sought by leaving home. Without delay He left that place and took a train elsewhere –
in this way He conquered māyā’s temptation.

During his time of solitary practice Bābā had some amazing experiences. He

used to say:

“আমি সোযন জীেবন দুটট িীজ ছদবখম

। এেেোর আমি ছয পোহোবড় েোেতোি ছসখোন ছেবে

ছদখবত ছপলোি েুষ্ঠবরোগগ্রস্ত এে েেক্তক্ত পোহোবড় গো ছেবয নদীর মদবে যোবি । নদীর তীবর এবস
েুষ্ঠবরোগোক্রোন্ত েেক্তক্তটট হোবত মদবয ঈশোরো েরবলন । সবঙ্গ সবঙ্গ এেখোনো িোক্ত মেহীন ছনৌেো অপর পোড়
ছেবে এবস তীবর মভড়ল । মতমন ছসই ছনৌেোয িোপোর পর আেোর তো অদৃশে হবয ছগল” |

“During my life of sādhana I saw two things. One time I saw a leper coming

down the mountain on which I was staying, going towards the river. When he came to

the bank of the river he beckoned with his hand and at once a boat without helmsman
arrived and docked there. After boarding the boat he disappeared again.”

On another occasion when Bābā was passing urine he noticed the disciples of

one sādhu. They went and told their Guruji about Bābā. The sādhu told them to bring

Bābā to him. When the disciples brought Bābā there, He saw the mahātmā sitting
down with two sacks of peanuts on each of his side. While he was talking he would
sometimes stick his hand in one of the sacks and fill his mouth with peanuts from
them. He had an axe on his side. When Bābā was leaving the sādhu spoke affectionate
words to Him and engaged his disciples in serving Him. On one plate they put a

bundle of roṭīs and on the other a large amount of pumpkin vegetables. Bābā was

speechless when He saw how much it was, but Sādhuji requested Him to eat the
whole lot. While Bābā was eating, the sādhu ordered his disciples to bring another

person to him, but when the summoned person showed up a bit too late the sādhu
became very angry, picked up the axe standing next to him and killed the man by
cleaving his head with it. He then ordered his disciples to throw the corpse in a
13
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nearby river. Bābā was terrified as He witnessed the whole event. A while later the
sādhu told his disciples to take the corpse out of the water by the ears at a certain

ghāṭa11. There was no limit to Bābā’s astonishment when He saw the disciples carrying

out the order and that the person came back to life. When he inquired about this from

the sādhu, the sādhu replied: ‘That person’s life was bound to be finished at that
particular moment and there was no other means to bring him back to a new life than

by first killing him at that predestined moment.” Bābā used to comment on these two
events by saying: “এই ভোবেই িহোত্মোরো মেমিে ভোবে তোাঁবদর লীলো প্রেোশ েবরন” – “In this way
the mahātmās reveal their pastimes in astonishing ways.”

Bābā spent most of that time at the Manasā- and Chaṇḍī-mountains of

Haridwār, not caring for His own needs, meditating on His beloved deity in solitude
and making His life a full success by attaining the mercy of the Guru. Bābā achieved

in six simple years what many great saints took a lifetime to achieve. After attaining
this high stage of sādhana He moved to a solitary place at Gomukhi, but from there He

returned to the world of people, on the order of the Mahātmā, to the great cemetery12
of Rāmacandrapura.

All this is now more than 40 years ago. After spending a few years in the

solitary wilderness of the Himālayas, Bābā wanted to spend one year in one holy place

after the other, so after spending one year in Navadvīpa He set off for Puri-dhām to
live there for the following year. When he heard that Bābā had departed from
Navadvīpa, Medinipur’s Pulin Kākā had a feeling He had arrived in Kharagpur Station,
so he went there and brought Bābā back to his own home. From there he brought

Bābā to Navadvīpa, where he and some other Guru-brothers from Navadvīpa began to
search for a nice plot of land to Bābā’s liking. Eventually they found the place where
the current Ashram is and told Bābā the place was up for sale, so Bābā went there one
day and sat under the Bel-tree there. As soon as He sat down there He entered

samādhi. After a long time His samādhi broke and His mind was filled with

transcendental experiences. With a faint voice He said: ‘Yes, this place is good – you
can buy it.” So following this endorsement, Pulin Kākā and other Guru-brothers
purchased the place. At that time the place was one big jungle, filled with high grass.

Bābā placed an āsana under the Bel-tree. There was no roof over His head, while the

six seasons showed their prowess, with their successions of cold and heat. Poisonous
11

A Ghāt is a small wharf or landing place at the river side.

12

Mahā-śmaśāna = great cemetery. Lord Shiva resides in the cemetery.
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snakes were crawling hither and thither across the āshram, but in a sādhu’s āśram it is
as if everyone forgets about hatred and violence – no one causes any harm there. In
Bābā’s own words:

“আশ্রবি যখন প্রেি আমস তখন এস্থোবন েড় েড় ঘোস ম ল । ছসখোবন যেতে সোপ ঘুবর ছেড়োত

। মেন্তু এেমদবনর জনেও তোরো ছেোন অমনষ্ট েবর নোই । এেমদন শুবয আম

- উপর ছেবে এেটো সোপ

ছপবটর উপর পবর িবল ছগল । আশ্রিেোসীরোও ছেোনমদন ভয েরত নো । আর এেমদন েমতপয ভবক্তর
সবঙ্গ েেো েলম । হঠোৎ তোরো আতবঙ্ক লোমেবয উঠল । তোবদর আতবঙ্কর েোরণ তোরো এেটট ছগোবরো
সোপবে আিোর পোবযর েবড় আঙ্গু লটো িুবখ পুবর শুবয েোেবত ছদবখব । ছস আিোর ছেোন অমনষ্ঠ েবর
নোই । আসবল ওরো েু বত পোবর ছে ওবদর শত্ু আর ছে মিে” |

“When I first came to the ashram there was long tall grass everywhere and

snakes slithered here and there, but they never did any harm. One day I was lying

down when a snake fell from up on My tummy and then slithered away. The other
ashram-dwellers were also never scared of snakes. One day I was talking with some

bhaktas when suddenly they jumped up in fear, because they saw a cobra lying down
with My toe in its mouth. But the cobra also did Me no harm - they can understand
who are their enemies and who are their friends.”

There were only a few servants in the ashram at the time. First there was a very

fixed-up servant there named ‘Jñāna-Dā’. He assisted Bābā in His sādhana bhajan and
tirelessly performed all small duties in the ashram. A roof was erected next to the Bel-

tree and a picture of Madangopāl was being served there. Many devotees did not
gather - actually many were afraid to face Bābā’s rudra-mūrti13. This Jñāna-Dā used to
take Bābā to the Ganges and keep Him immersed up to the neck there, keeping a stick

next to Him in the ground as a marker. Then he would go to the market for 3-4 hours
and come back to take Bābā back out again.14 In this way Bābā’s sādhana would
continue in the water. Then again Bābā would perform severe sādhana night after

night at the base of the Bilva (Bel-) tree. One morning long stripes of slice-like wounds
could be seen on Bābā’s body. When asked about it, Bābā said:

“েোল রোবত েোটঠযোেোেো এবসম বলন মিি্টট হোবত । আিোর ছযোবগর ক্তক্রযো টঠেিত নো হওযোই

উমন মিি্টট মদবয প্রহোর েবর মশক্ষো মদবয ছগবলন । এইভোবে িহোপুুষগণ প্রোযই এবস দশনভ ছদন”

“Last night Kāṭhiyā Bābā15 came here with a pincer in his hand; he found My

yoga practice insufficient so he taught Me a lesson by striking Me with it. This is how
the mahā-puruṣas16 sometimes reveal themselves.”
13

Rudra-mūrti = form of anger, displayed by Lord Shiva.

14

This was done according to Bābā’s wish.

15

Kāṭhīya Bābā = a saint who wears a chastity belt made of wood.
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Externally Bābā maintained His rudra mūrti but internally He carried

Madangopāl in His heart, performing so many pastimes. How many whimsical desires
Madangopāl expressed to His dear servant! In Bābā’s own words:

“এেমদন রোবে িদন ছগোপোবলর মে ু ছভোগ লোগোেোর ইিো হবলো । মে োনোয হোত মদবয পোাঁি মসেো

পযসো ছপলোি । জ্ঞোনবে পযসোটো মদবয েোজোর ছেবে মে ু আনবত েললোি । ইতেেসবর ছগোপোল
আেদোর েরবলো, আিোর এেটু েলোই-এর ডোল আর ছপোস্ত ছখবত ইিো হবযব । আমি েললোি “সবে
ছতো পোাঁিমশেো পযসো মদবয

তোবত এত ক্তজমনষ হবে মে েবর? আেোর পূবে ভ েলবল নো হয ছদখো ছযবতো ।

এখন রোক্তেবেলোয ছে েোজোবর যোবে? এিন সিয পোযখোনোর ছেগ হওযোই পোযখোনো ছগলোি । ঘুবর এবস
ছদখলোি েুটটবরর সোিবন এেটো পেোবেবট আযবসর িবতো ভোজো েলোই ও অপর এেটট পোবে এেশ
গ্রোি েোাঁটো ছপোস্ত । ছসখোবন ছেোন মশলবনোড়ো ম ল নো । আয ছেক্তজ িবতো আিোনে েরো আলু ও এে গ্লোস
গরি িো পযন্ত
ভ ছসখোবন রোখো ছগব । িবন হবলো ছযন ছেউ এইিোে প্রস্তুত েবর ছরবখ মগবযব । অেি
ছেোন জীমেত েেক্তক্তর সন্ধোন ছপলোি নো

“One night I had a desire to offer something to Madangopāl, so I found a few
paisā under the bed and gave them to Jñāna, telling him to get something from the

market. At that moment Madan Gopāl had a whimsical wish – He wanted kolāi ḍāla (a
type of pea-soup) and posta (a poppy-seed-mixed vegetable dish). I said ‘You have
only given us a few paisā – how can we buy all that stuff for such money? Then again,
earlier You said “We’ll figure something out”. Who will go to the market at this time
of night?” Just at that time I had the urge to go to the bathroom; when I returned I
saw a packet in front of my hut, with half a ser17 fried kolāi ḍāl along with a plate with

100g ground posta. There was no grinding slab there, but still…..there was even half a
kilo of potatoes ready for offering as well as a cup of warm tea. It was as if someone

had kept this all ready for us, yet there was not a living soul in sight.” This is how the
Lord and His devotees play with each other.

On another occasion Bābā woke up Jñāna-dā at midnight and ordered him to

go to one particular shop in the market to get a certain type of sandesh18. Jñān-dā
began to worry where to get the sweets in the market in the dead of night – all shops

were closed. Bābā said: “িদনবগোপোল আবদশ েরব ন, তু ই যো ছতো” “Madangopāl is giving
the order – go now.” Bābā then told him where the sweets were kept, and lo, when
Jñān-dā arrived at the shop it was indeed open still. It was open late because the

owner was working overtime making new sweets. When Jñān-dā told the shop-owner

which sweets he needed the shop-keeper told him he had just finished preparing those

16

Mahā puruṣa [lit: a great man] great liberated saints who can appear outside of the gross realm.

17

Ser = Bengali weight measurement, about a pound

18

Sandesh = milk sweet
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sweets. Jñān-dā then astonished the shopkeeper by telling him exactly where those

sweets could be found in his shop. The shopkeeper remembered that one customer
had left bought sweets behind that morning and that he had left it for him on the

shelf. Jñān-dā took those remaining sweets and told him he would pay the balance

later. The shopkeeper told him not to bother, for he would come personally to collect
the balance. The following day he did show up with a full kettle of extra sweets for
Madangopāl and he offered obeisances to Bābā as well.

At this time Krishna-Di19 began to come to the ashram. In intimate circles20 she

had heard about Bābā and had come to see Him. Seeing how special Bābā was she
decided to dedicate her entire life to Him. At the time she was a school-teacher. There
were no facilities for ladies in an ashram for brahmacārīs, but still Krishna-Di stayed in

a simple hut on the grounds of the ashram, causing the bhaktas there to face criticism

from society. Once a bhakta said: ‘Bābā climbed 99 steps to reach out to Krishna-Di.
He could not mount the 100th one.” Still, Bābā called Krishna-Di ‘mā’ (mother).
Krishna Di was also not able to give up Bābā, so she decided to keep on coming and

going to the ashram. One night it was raining fiercely and Bābā sent Jñāna-Dā to
Krishna-Di to bring her home. In the meantime Bābā went to use the bathroom. His

oil lamp was extinguished by the rain and he had not taken any water with him for
cleaning after the bathroom. Jñāna-Dā used to wait upon Bābā with the water. Bābā
was worried – just then he heard Jñāna-Dā’s voice and was consoled. Leaving the

bathroom, He saw that Jñāna-Dā was waiting for Him with water and a lamp. JñānaDā served Bābā clay and water to wash His hands and brought Him to His hut, where

He went to take rest. After quite a while the real Jñāna-Dā returned to the ashram
after bringing Krishna-Di home. Bābā asked him: “Where did you go, leaving Me in
My kutir?” Jñāna-Dā was speechless, because he had just returned. He told Bābā: “I
just came back now!” Bābā then understood what had happened, realizing the

fulfillment of the verse in Bhagavad-Gītā - yoga-kṣemaṁ vahāmyaham (9:22), in which
Kṛṣṇa promises to supply His devotees with all their needs, carrying them on His own
head.

19

Krishnā Di was the daughter of Prāchin Māyāpur’s Niranjan Prasād Dās, blessed with the grace of Śrī-

Śrī Bābā. She gave up household life and joined the ashram. After Śrī-Śrī Bābā entered into the Lord’s
eternal pastimes she became the mother of the ashram. She is now deceased.
20

Her father was already seeing Sādhu Bābā at the time. Ed.
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Meanwhile other devotees like Tulasī-Di21 and Namitā-Di also joined the

ashram. Krishnā-Di gave up her job and came to live in the Ashram fulltime. Jñāna-Dā
had left by that time. Gradually other devotees like Kumkum Dā and Ritu Bijoy Dā
also joined. Ramesh Da also joined, taking his wife Hemā-Di and his little son Bishu
with him. They made huts in the ashram and began to live there. A temple building
was then constructed for Madangopāl, and a deity was installed in the place of the

picture. A royal worship was started – nobody knew how it was all accomplished –
Bābā was a detached brahmacārī with just simple cloth on. He had neither real estate

nor any movable property. He was absorbed all day in devotional service – sometimes
He discussed different topics with the devotees. He would never go and give classes
for money; he was not a professional reciter nor did he ever listen to any such recital.

If a fortunate person had the chance to hear Bābā’s devotional lectures such a person
would be overwhelmed – they could never hear such quality lectures from a

professional. Bābā considered professional, commercial recital a ghastly offence, and

He would never give lectures outside of Madangopāl’s yard. Bābā did not depend on
His disciples either – his relationship with his disciples was not like the usual one. He
used to say:

“আমি েোরও গুু নই । আমি েোেো । আিোবে মে ু মদবত হবে নো । ছতোিরো েরাং

িদনবগোপোবলর প্রসোদ ছপবয েৃতোে ভহও”

‘I am no-one’s Guru – I am Bābā22 – you need not give Me anything. Rather, you

just come here and be blessed with Madangopāl’s prasāda.”

About the Guru-disciple connection He said one day:
“গুু-মশষে সম্পেভ মনতে । মশষেবদর তোাঁর ইবষ্টর িরবণ ছপৌৌঁম বয নো ছদওযো পযন্তভ গুুর দোমযত্ব

সম্পূণ ভ হয নো । এজনে প্রবযোজন হবল গুুবদেবে পুনঃ পুনঃ জন্মগ্রহণ েরবত হয । এই েোরবণই
১৩০৬ সোবল ইহবলোে তেোগ েরোর পর আেোর ১৩৪১ সোবল জন্মগ্রহণ েরবত হবলো । মশবষের ছযিন
গুুবদেবে প্রবযোজন, গুুবদবেরও ছতিমন মশবষের প্রবযোজন । অভীষ্ট মসদ্ধ হবল এবের জীেবন আর
অবনের প্রবযোজনীযতো েোবে নো । শ্রীগুুবদে প্রেট েো অপ্রেট ছয অেস্থোবতই েোেুন নো ছেন মশবষের
েোব মতমন সেসিযই প্রেোমশত । মশষে আপন অন্তবর শ্রীগুুবদবের আসন রিনো েরবেন ।

“The connection between Guru and disciple is eternal; the Guru’s responsibility
is not over unless and until the disciple has reached the lotus-feet of the Lord. Hence,
21

Tulasi Sāhā comes from Prāchin Māyāpur, was blessed with Bābā’s mercy and lives in the ashram.

Namitā Saha lives in the ashram and was blessed with Baba’s mercy. They are the ashram’s mothers at
present.
22

Bābā in India also means ‘father’. Baba indicated he wanted a warm and loving relationship with his

disciples.
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if necessary, the Guru will take birth after birth. For this reason He gave up this world
in 130623 and took His rebirth in 134124. Just as the disciple needs Gurudeva,

Gurudeva also needs the disciple. When perfection is attained one person does not

need the other anymore. Śrī Gurudeva may be manifest (alive) or unmanifest

(deceased), but to the disciple He is always manifest. The disciple should make a seat
for Śrī Gurudeva within his heart.”

In this way He always kept the spiritual relationship between Guru and disciple

beyond the material level of giving and taking. He was aloof from external receiving
of charity from anyone, regardless of how vast the donation could be. If, however,

someone wanted to give even the slightest donation with a mind immersed in
devotion, he would be in great ecstasy. Bābā used to say:

“ছেউ লক্ষ টোেো মনবয এবলও িবন হয পুমরবয োই ছেমল । এতবলোে দোন েমরবত িোয মেন্তু

ছতোিোর (ইন্দু েোেুর) দোনটো যতটো হৃষ্টমিবে মনবত পোমর আর েোরও তো পোমর নো । আর এেজন আব

তোর নোি িোযোই । খুেই গরীে - সোত আট জন ছপোষে । ছস যখন মনতে ছসেো মনবয আবস তখন ছিোখ
মদবয জল গমড়বয পবর । এত অভোবের িবযে িদনবগোপোবলবে িরণ ছরবখব

- ছদবখ আনন্দ হয ।

দোবনর সবঙ্গ সবঙ্গ দোতোর রূপটটও ছিোবখ ছভবস আবস । তোর দোন গ্রহণ েরো যোবে মে নো ছগোবপশ্বর টঠে
জোমনবয ছদয"

‘Sometimes someone may come with one lakh of rupees and I feel like burning

that wad of cash to ashes. So many people want to donate but I feel more joy from
accepting it from you (Indu Bābu)25 than from anyone else.” There was another person

named Mādhāi Dās26 – he was extremely poor and had to maintain 7-8 persons in his
family. He always came to serve while tears rolled from his eyes. Even in such dire
straits he remembered Madangopāl and I was very happy seeing that. Tears came to

My eyes when I saw the donor along with the donation. Gopeśvara Mahādeva would
make it clear to Me whether I could accept his donations or not.”

Bābā was totally dedicated in establishing the etiquette of Bhakti Devi. External

obstacles could never stand in his way – He proved that in truth at the time He gave
dīkṣā to Advaita Dā from Holland. He did not consider birth here at all. He used to
say: “ছেোন ভোবলো আযোর ছদখবল ছসখোবন যমদ ভক্তক্তেীজ আবরোপ নো েমর তোহবল ভক্তক্তবদেীর েোব

23

1306 Bengali year is 1899 Christian year. This is the year that Vijay Krishna Goswami, another

famous descendant of Advaita Acarya, passed away.
24

1341 Bengali year is 1934 Christian year. This is the year that Sādhu Bābā appeared in this world.

25

Indubhūṣan Sāhā from Yoganāth Talā was very devoted to Baba. He is now deceased.

26

Mādhāi Dās was an exclusive devotee of Śrī-Śrī Bābā. He was a carpenter. He is now deceased.
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আমি ছয অপরোযী হবয যোে” ‘If I saw a good receptacle and I would not plant the seed of

bhakti there I would be an offender to Bhakti devi.” He also said: “ছয ছিোবখর জবল লক্ষ
নোি েবর তোর মে পূে ভসাংস্কোর িুব

যোয নো?” “If someone does one lakh of nāma27 with tears

in the eyes, will his previous impressions28 not be erased?”

We can also get to know Bābā’s revolutionary attitude when observing the

privileges our sisters received in serving Madangopāl in the ashram. Whoever had a

true passion for Gopāl was eligible for His devotional service – there was no
distinction in race or gender. This was the full application of Advaita Prabhu’s prayer

for the upliftment of women, śūdras and the fallen (outcastes).29 Bābā would never
distort the truth just to please people. Bābā’s aim was to reveal the truth about Śrī
Caitanya Mahāprabhu, the true path of worship (bhajana praṇālī) and how young men
and young women should remain unsmelled flowers, regardless of whether such

sermons would bring in any funds or not. He did not even lift an eyebrow at that. As

more devotees began to gather, they needed to be offered lodging, so gradually

buildings were erected that we currently have on the ashram grounds. It was difficult
afterwards to ascertain who gave what for these buildings. In Bābā’s own words:
“এই আশ্রবির সিস্ত মেক্তডাং-এর আনুপূমেে
ভ মহসোে যবশোদো েোেোর েোব

পোবে । ছেহ েলবত

পোরবে নো এই মেক্তডাং-এর জনে আমি এত টোেো মদবযম ” ‘You can get the whole account, from

beginning to end, of all these buildings from Yaśodā Bābā30. No one can say ‘I gave
that much money for this building’.

Fully depending on Madangopāl, Bābā held festivals for His disciples’ benefit.

Bābā resumed the festivals in honour of Prabhu Sītānātha’s advent day. Though He
was resourceless, the festivals were huge and lasted for 11 to 15 days. Whatever

wishes His disciples had, Bābā would inform Madangopāl of it and fulfilled them.
Apart from the festival for Sītānātha’s advent, the ashram also hosted festivals for

Rādhāṣṭamī, Akṣaya tṛtīyā’s establishment day of Madangopāl, Guru Pūrṇimā and the

27
28

One lakh of name is 1,00,000 names, practically it means chanting 64 rounds.
Cultural conditioning from one’s culture of birth, which usually catches up with the spiritual

practitioner.
29

Advaita Prabhu, when offered a boon by Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu, prayed: more yadi var dibe prabhu

viśvambhara – strī-śūdra adhamere āge kṛpā koro – “If you truly offer Me a boon then first offer Your
grace to the women, laborers and the fallen (outcastes).”
30

The building contracter.
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separation (disappearance-day) festivals of Śrī-Śrī Parama Gurudeva and Ṭhākur-mā.

There was an amazing event coinciding with the first time that Bābā became resolved
to hold a festival for Ṭhākur-Mā’s disappearance day. In Bābā’s own words:

“িোবযর মেরহ মতমেবত িবহোৎসে েরোর েোসনো হবলো । জগদীশ মগবয েলেোতো ছেবে প্রোয ছদড়

হোজোর টোেোর িবতো েোজোর েবর আনল । িোরজন রোাঁযুনী ব্রোহ্মণবেও েলো হবযব । পরমদন িবহোৎসে ।
রোবে িো ছদখো মদবয েলবলন, “ছতোবে এসে ছে েরবত েবলব । তু ই েরাং মিবড় দই মদবয আিোর ছভোগ
ছদ” । আমি ছতো িহো সিসেোয পড়লোি । ছয টোেো পোওযো মগবযব

সেই ছতো ের

হবয মগবযব

। এখন

মে মদবয মিবড় দই ইতেোমদ মেনে? । পরমদন যেো সিবয িোরজন রোাঁযুনী হোক্তজর হবযব । আমি তোবদরবে
উনুন যরোবত েোরণ েরলোি । েললোি, ছতোিরো ছেও যোবে নো - এখোবনই অবপক্ষো েবরো । ছেলো েোড়বত
লোগবলো । তোরো ছতো অমস্থর । আমি এেোমে িবল ছগলোি গঙ্গোর যোবর । ছসখোবন পমলর উপর এই েবল
শুবয পড়লোি ছয, যমদ তু মি িোন রোখ তোহবল আশ্রবি মেবর যোে, আর নো হয এখোবন েোেে । মে ু ক্ষণ
পর মেশু মগবযব ডোেবত । েোরণ েোজোর ছেবে ছে ট্রমলবত েবর সিস্ত িোল পোটঠবযব । ট্রমলেোলোরো
আিোর ছখোাঁজ েরব । এবস ছদখলোি এে েস্তো মিাঁ বড়, এে ছদড় িন িত দই, েবযে েোাঁমদ েলো ও গুড়
ছে ছযন পোটঠবয মদবযব । ট্রমলেোলোরো আিোর হোবত এেটো মিরেুট মদল । তোবত ছলখো আব ছেি্ বন
েোলো সোযুেোেো ছলবনেোলো সোযুেোেো । সিস্ত িোল নোমিবয আনো হবলো । তোরপর রোাঁযুনীবদর েললোি িোরটট
েোলমত মনবয ঐ সিস্ত মিাঁ বড় যুবয ছেলবত । এমদবে ছলোেজনও সে এবস মগবযব । ছস সিস্ত মিাঁ বড়, দই
মদবয সেলবে প্রসোদ ছদওযো হবলো । এইভোবে িো তোর ইিো পূরণ েরবলন” ।

“I had the desire to hold a festival for the separation (demise) of My mother, so
Jagadīśa went to Kolkata and brought things from the market there worth about 1,500
rupees31. I had called for 4 brāhmaṇa-cooks already – the next day the festival would
be held. At night, however, My mother appeared to Me and said: “Who has told You

to do all this? Better You offer me chipped rice and yoghurt.” Now I was in a big

dilemma – I had already spent all the money available for the festival – how could I
now still buy all this chipped rice and yoghurt? The following days the brāhmaṇas
appeared on time, so I held them up and told them to keep the stoves off for now, not
to leave and just stand by. Time passed by and they all got impatient. I went to the

bank of the Ganges, alone. There I lay down and thought: “If you want to save My

face then I will go back to the Ashram, and if not then I will just stay here. After a
while Bishu was called away, because a trolley had brought all the required goods

suddenly and the trolley-driver was searching for Me. When I came there I saw one
sack of chipped rice, 1½ maund of yoghurt, clusters of bananas and a lot of guḍa32 had

been sent from the market. On the bill I received from the driver was written ‘Seller –
Sādhu Bābā, purchaser – Sādhu Bābā. Everything had been delivered exactly (as was

needed). I then told the cooks to wash the chipped rice in four buckets. Meanwhile all
31

This was in the 1970s – it would be worth much, much more now.

32

Brown sugar
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the guests had also arrived and everyone was served a feast of the chipped rice and
yoghurt. In this way mother had her desires fulfilled.”

In this way there were regular festivals in the Ashram, without any previous

planning, and even after such great festivals were completed it was seen that
Sītānātha’s storehouse is inexhaustible.33

Not only during festivals but even on ordinary days there was an ever-

increasing crowd coming, because in Bābā’s presence everyone’s misery was

mitigated. Bābā made everyone forget their worldly sorrows and gave them

transcendental bliss. Bābā used to say: “এই আশ্রবি এবল ছতোিোবদর িবনর প্রসোর হবে ।
সঙ্কীণতো
ভ দূর হবয যোবে । অনেোনে আশ্রি ছেবে এই আশ্রবির এইখোবন তেোৎ” ‘When you come to

this ashram your consciousness will expand and narrowness will go far away. That is

the difference between this ashram and others.” Most folks who came to Bābā’s

darshan aimed at the mitigation of their material suffering. Many came to Bābā with

life and death emergencies, when all doctors had been unable to help them. Bābā told
them to do Mānasik34 for Gopeśvara and abide by a discipline. In this way they were

benefited. I have heard from Bābā’s lotus-mouth that he cured terminally ill people
and even brought them back from the gates of death. In Bābā’s own words:

“ছসমদন রোযোষ্টিী - সেোল ছেবে আমি উপেোসী আম । এিন সিয তু ষোবরর েোেো এবস ছোঁ বদ

পড়ল আিোর েোব

। তোর ছ বল মতন মদন অজ্ঞোন হবয আব

- তোবে িবগ ভ পোঠোন হযব

। ছয ছেোন

- আমি ছদখম

। আশ্রবির

ভোবে ছ বলবে েোাঁিোবত হবে । তোর েোন্নো ছদবখ আমি েললোি, টঠে আব

িোবযবদর েললোি ছতোিরো ছগোবপশ্ববরর িক্তন্দবরর পশ্চোৎ মদেটো এেটু পমরস্কোর েবর ওখোবন এেটো
যূপেোটঠ জ্বোমলবয দোও । আর লক্ষে রোখ আিোর এই ছদহটট ছযন ছেহ স্পশ ভ নো েবর । এই েবল আসবন
েসলোি । তোরপর ছদহ ছ বড় ছেমরবয ছগলোি । িবগরভ িবযে ওর ছদবহ প্রোণ সঞ্চোর েবর মেবর এলোি । ও
িবগরভ িবযেই েেো েবল উঠল । সেবল ছতো খুে আনক্তন্দত । মেন্তু এটট েরবত আিোবে রীমতিত সাংগ্রোি
েরবত হবযব । েোইবরর ছেহ এসে মে ু েু বে নো”

“On Rādhāṣṭamī I had been fasting since the morning when Tuṣara’s father

came to Me weeping. His son had been unconscious for three days and was already

sent to the morgue. Somehow his son needed to be revived. Seeing him weep I said

‘Allright, let Me see.” I told the women in the ashram to clean the place behind the
Gopeśvara Mandir and light a stick of incense there, making absolutely sure that no
one would touch My body there. Saying this, I sat down, left My body, travelled to the

morgue, infused life into Tuṣara’s body and then returned here. Tuṣara got up into the

33

There is a narration to that extent in Caitanya Bhagavat. Ed

34

Mānasik = A sacrifice or offering promised to a deity on condition that one’s prayer be granted.
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morgue and began to talk – everyone was very happy, but in order to do that I had to
struggle hard – no one can understand that on the outside.”

In this way the people that were thus benefited and those who heard of His

superhuman powers, started gathering around Bābā. Bābā instructed them all to tread
the religious path and established the right philosophy to them. Though devotees

desiring liberation thus attained success, it meant trouble for the community of selfish
seekers – their religious business was thus jeopardized, so they began to make trouble
for Bābā in different ways. In Bābā’s own words:

“আিোর উপর ছয তবন্ত্রর ক্তক্রযো হবি তো ছেশ ছেো ো যোবি । সোযন িোবগরভ এেটু উপবর উঠবল

সেবলর ঈশোর
ভ েোরণ হয । আমি যো েমল তো তোবদর স্বোবে ভ আঘোত েবর । ছসজনেই তোরো শত্ু হয ।
মেন্তু তোবদর জনে ছতো আমি সবতের অপলোপ েরবত পোমর নো । এইসে েোরবণ আর েোেবত ইিো েবর
নো । এই ছনোাংরো জগবত সোযুবদর স্থোন নোই”

“The tantric practices against Me have been a burden. Everyone gets envious if

you make progress in sadhana. Whatever I say conflicts with their selfish interests, so

they become My enemies. But I cannot suppress the truth just to please them. For all

these reasons I do not wish to stay here. There is no place for sādhus in this despicable
world.”
Bābā engaged Himself in the welfare of the world with His saintly mind, but

people are so shrewd, they act shrewdly even with sādhus, giving them a lot of
distress. Bābā told us once of such cunning and shrewd behavior:

“ছেইিোন িোনুষ ছগোবপশ্ববরর সবঙ্গ েপটতো েবর । এইবতো আজই পবড়োিোতলোর ছতোিোবদর

এে গুুভোই এবসম ল । ছদড় ে র আবগ তোর ছ বল েোড়ী ছেবে িবল যোয । আমি তোবে েবলম লোি
ছগোবপশ্ববরর েোব মে ু িোনমসে েবর যোও - আর প্রমত ছসোিেোবর ছগোবপশ্ববরর িোেোয জল মদও । মে
িোনত েরবল আিোবে ছশোনোেোর দরেোর নোই । তোাঁর েোন আব
পর তোর ছ বল এবসব

- মতমন টঠেই শুনবেন । ছদড় েৎসর

- এখন ছস েবল আগোিী েোল ছসোিেোবর জল ছদওযোর পর আর মে আসোর

প্রবযোজনীযতো আব । িোনবতর েেো ছতো েললই নো ।

“Unfaithful people cheat Gopeśvara. Today one of your Gurubrothers from

Porama Tola came here. 1½ years ago his son ran away from home. I told him to do a

Mānasik to Gopeśvara and pour water over Him every Monday35. There was no need
to tell me their Mānata36 - He has ears – He will be able to hear properly. 1½ years
later his son returned home. Now he said: “What is the use of coming to pour any

more water tomorrow, on Monday? He did not tell the promise.” He told us another
instance of cheating Gopeśvara – “এইসে ছয অপরোয হবি এর দোযভোর আিোবে েহন েরবত
35

Monday is traditionally the day of Shiva. Ed.

36

Mānata = promise made to the deity in secret. Ed.
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হবে নো? ছগোবপশ্বর মে ছ বড় ছদবেন?” “Do I not have to bear responsibility for all these

offences that are going on? Will Gopeśvara leave me out of these offences?” Just as He
could not bear to see cunning cheats and hypocrites, He had deep affection for those

who were sarala-prāṇa (innocent, sincere, simple, honest). For this reason he had
more affection for modern young men and women than for the aforementioned

religious pretenders. Once these sincere and simple youngsters of Prācīna Māyāpura
faced trouble, having come in the grasp of a Tantric, so in the end they took shelter of

Bābā. Bābā extended His abhaya hasta37 and protected them from all danger. As they
were thus sprinkled by the stream of Bābā’s affection, they became greatly attached to
Him in devotion.

When the political situation in Navadvīpa began to take terrible shapes and

there were constant clashes between Prācīn Māyāpura and Pratāp Nagar, we have
seen youngsters from both sides sitting with Bābā. Though they were enemies of each
other, in Bābā’s presence they all behaved as good boys. Bābā brought many

youngsters that were stained by banditry and anti-social behaviour back to the path of
sādhana. He encouraged them to establish a deity in the temple of Ādya-Mā38 – He

never thought much of anyone’s criticism. This behavior made many think that Bābā

was partial, but Bābā used to say: “ছেহ যমদ পূেেবি
ভ
রভ জনে অনুতপ্ত হবয সোযু হবত িোয,

তোহবল আিরো মে তোবে সোহোযে েরে নো ? । এ জীেবন যমদ এেজনবেও সোযু হবত সোহোযে েবরো
তোহবলই জোনবে ছতোিোবদর জন্ম সোেে
ভ হবযব ” “If someone repents his previous activities

and wants to become a sādhu, should we not help him? If you help someone become a
sādhu even once in this life, you should know that your birth has become a success.”

Hence everyone – high or low, brāhmaṇa or śūdra, rich or poor, saint or bandit,

got a place at Bābā’s broad chest.39

When all these buildings were constructed in the ashram and all nice

arrangements had been lined up for Madangopāl’s service, many thought that perhaps

Bābā had become attached to luxury, like an ordinary householder is attracted to

wealth. But we got the proof for His detachment on the day when we saw 10-12,000
Rs worth of golden ornaments stolen from Madangopāl in broad daylight. When Bābā
was informed of this He simply took a Gobā40 in His hands and danced around with it,
37

abhaya hasta = hand which bestows fearlessness.

38

ādya-mā = mother Durgā.

39

A place in his broad heart.

40

Gobā = stringed instrument, like an Ek-tāra.
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completely undisturbed, saying: “িদনবগোপোল যখন মদবযব ন তখন আিরো আর ছভবে মে
েরবেো । আেোর যখন ইিো হবে তখন ছযোগোড় েবর ছনবেন” “When Madangopāl has given then

what is the use of any more thought on it? Then again whenever He likes He takes it
back again.” Gaura-Dā41 then came to see if Bābā really was not upset by checking

whether He had increased blood pressure, but he found that His pressure was the
same as on any other day.

We have also seen the limit of detachment in the way in which Bābā entered

the Lord’s eternal pastimes. Whatever He planned was all for increasing the beauty of
Madangopāl’s devotional service. He always kept Himself far above worldly matters.

Hence when He understood that the reason for which He had come to this world was
fulfilled, He was resolved to enter into the Lord’s eternal pastimes. He said:

“আমি এখন ছদবহর মদে ছেবে দুেলভ হবয পরবলও িবনর মদে ছেবে অযুত গুণ শক্তক্ত ছপবযম

। অমি এখন quite OK, well prepared. প্রেি যোক্কোটো সহে েরবত পোরবে নো েবল মে ু মদন সিয

মনলোি । এখন েলেোণ েোেু ছদবখ যোওযোর পর ছগোবপশ্বর যো আবদশ েরবেন তোই হবে । মসদ্ধোন্ত মনবত
আিোর মে ু িোে অসুমেযো নোই”

“Though I am physically weak My mind is millions of times stronger. I am now

quite OK, well prepared. I took some time, thinking you would not be able to tolerate
the first shock. Now, after speaking with Kalyān Bābu (Dr. Kalyan Chatterjee) –
whatever is Gopeśvara’s order – I will follow. It is not a problem at all for Me to

accept the inevitable.” Bābā took this heart-breaking resolve on Monday-morning, the
2nd of Kārtika, 139342. The tithi was kṛṣṇā tṛtīyā43. He took our leave with His gross

body, but He stayed with us in His subtle body. In Bābā’s own words: “আমি লীলো সম্বরণ
েরবল মে ছতোিোবদর েো

ছেবে িবল যোে িবন েবর ? েরাং এখন েবযেজবনর েোব

তখন সূক্ষ্ম ছদবহ সেোর েোব

আম

- আর

মড়বয পড়ে” “Do you think I will leave you after winding up

My pastimes? Rather I am still with some persons right now – and then I will pervade

everyone in My subtle body.” And factually Bābā does pervade everyone right now.
He is in the kingdom of the devotees’ transcendental experiences, He is present in His
words and in the example He established.

41

Gaura Dā = Gaur Bhaṭṭācārya, a disciple of Sādhu Bābā who was a doctor

42

In the western calendar October 20, 1986.

43

Tithi means a Vedic lunar day. Kṛṣṇā means to the dark quarter of the moon. Tṛtīyā is the third lunar

day.
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What is that vāṇī,44 and what is that example that keeps Him manifest to the

devotees even now, and will continue to do so in the future? It is very difficult to
answer that question, because we try to explain Bābā’s example with our sensual

minds. In this way He will not be fully experienced or understood, for in Bābā’s own
words: “আমি অমত দুবেোযে
ভ েস্তু । আিোবে েুব

এেেো ছেও েমলবত পোরবে নো । িবন েবরব ো

১০/১৫ েৎসবর েোেোর েোব ছেবে েোেোর সেমে ু ছজবন মগবয - েখনও নো”

“I am very difficult to comprehend – no one can claim he has fully understood

Me. You thought you have fully understood Bābā by staying with Him for 10 to 15
years? Never!” Nevertheless I am putting 2 to 4 vāṇīs of Bābā here for the devotees to
follow in earnest.

Indicating where the desire to perform sādhana comes from after the desire

arises to live a spiritual life, Bābā said: “সোযবনর স্পৃহো জোবগ প্রেিতঃ আত্মোর িুক্তক্তর

অনুসমন্ধৎসো ছেবে । আত্মদশনভ নো হবল আত্মোর িুক্ত সম্ভে নয । এেিোে আত্মদ্রষ্টো পুুষবদর
েৃপোবতই আত্মদশনভ সম্ভে” “The desire to perform sādhana comes first of all from a soul’s

search for liberation – unless one can see the Self the Self can not be liberated – the
ātma or Self can only be seen by the mercy of a seer of the Self.”

In order to become a traveller on the spiritual path we need to destroy pride
and conceit. In this connection Bābā said:

“দম্ভ, অহঙ্কোর, েুুমি মনবয আযেোক্তত্মে পবে অগ্রসর হওযো যোয নো । এগুমল সিূবল মেনোশ

েরবত হবে । এগুমল েেভিোন েোেবল েলহ অননেে ছতো স্বোভোমেে ভোবেই ছদখো ছদবে”

“You cannot progress on the spiritual path while there is pride, conceit and

vulgar indecency – they need to be uprooted and destroyed. If they are present there
will naturally be discord and quarrel.”

If we want to progress on the spiritual path there needs to be a single aim. In

this connection Bābā said:

“সোযে মনবজই মনবজর গুু । মনবজর েোব

ভোবলো লোগোই সেোেস্থোয
ভ
শোমন্ত আনবত পোবর ।

েোইবরর ছলোে ছে মে েলল ছসমদবে ভ্রূবক্ষপ েরবল িলবে নো । ছেোন জোগমতে পমরিোলবের মনবদভশ
ছিবন নো িবল এেিোে তোর মনবদভশই িোনে েরো উমিত”

“The sādhaka is his own Guru. His own satisfaction can give him peace of mind

in all circumstances. You don’t get anywhere if you bother about what outsiders say.
We do not bother about what worldly rulers say and should only bother about what
His45 indication is.”

44

Vāṇī means not just words or teachings, but divine teachings by a Guru or sādhu.

45

His = one’s iṣṭadevatā or chosen deity.
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We have set out on the spiritual path and set our target – now we have to make

progress and become mentally prepared. Explaining how the svarūpa of the sādhaka
will come about Bābā said:

“সোযে হবে মেবদ্রোহী, স্বীয সোযনো ও ছপৌুবষর ছজোবর ছস সিস্ত সঙ্কট অনোযোবস অমতক্রি

েরবে । েোযোই তোবে ছপ্ররণো ছযোগোবে । িনটট টঠে জোযগোয নেস্ত েরবত পোরবল েোইবরর ছেোন েস্তুই
েোযো সৃটষ্ট েরবত পোবর নো । পোমরেোমরে ও বেষমযে সিস্ত মিন্তোই িনবে েোইবরর মদবে আেষণভ েবর
আর ইষ্টিুখী মিন্তো মভতবর মনবয যোয । মদবনর ছেলোয েিমেপোবে
ভ
িনসাংবযোগ েরো সম্ভে নো হবল রোবে
ঐ েোবজ ব্রতী হবত হয । আর ছেোন সিযই ইষ্ট মিন্তোয িন সাংবযোগ নো েরবত পোরবল মনতোন্তই দুভোভ গে
জোনবে”

“The sādhaka will be a rebel who will easily overcome all dilemmas on the

strength of his own sādhana. Obstacles will only increase his enthusiasm. If you can
fix the mind in the right place no external things can cause any trouble. Worries about
the family and sensual matters will pull the mind to the outer sphere and thoughts of
the Lord take it to the inner sphere. If it is not possible to control the mind in the

daytime due to having to concentrate on one’s work, one must be dedicated to this at
night. If at any time you are unable to concentrate your mind on the Lord you should
know yourself to be very unfortunate.”

Is it easy to concentrate the mind on the lotus-feet of the Lord? Can we actually
perceive Him at all? How can we meditate on something we do not perceive? To these
questions Bābā answered:

“শ্রীগুুবদবের শ্রীিরণ যেোনই এেিোে সোযনো । এরূপ সোযনো েরবত েরবত যখন

শ্রীগুুবদবের সবঙ্গ এেোত্ম হবয যোবে তখন মতমনই মশবষের স্বরূপ মিমনবয ছদবেন । এোং তোর
উপোসেবদেতোর রূপ শ্রীগুুবদবের িোযেবিই প্রেোশ পোবে”

“The only sādhanā is meditation on the lotus-feet of Śrī Gurudeva. If by doing

that we become one soul with Śrī Gurudeva He will reveal the disciple’s svarūpa and
he will have the form of the Lord revealed within the form of Śrī Gurudeva.” He also
said:

“শ্রীগুুবদবের িূমতভখোমন সেদোই
ভ
অন্তবর মেরোজ েরবল সোযন ভজবনর আর ছেোন

প্রবযোজনীযতোই নোই । এই িূমেভবে জোগ্রত েরোর জনেই সোযন ভজন । শ্রীগুুবদে যতমদন প্রেট
অেস্থোয েোবেন এোং তোাঁর সোক্ষোৎ দশনভ লোভ হয ততমদন তোাঁর ছসেোপূজো েরোই ছশ্রষ্ঠ । যখন মতমন
অপ্রেট হন তখন উপলমি েরবত হবে তোাঁর প্রদে িবন্ত্রর িবযেই মতমন অেস্থোন েরব ন । ছসই িবন্ত্রর
সোযবনই তখন সিস্ত শক্তক্ত মনবযোগ েরো উমিত । সোযেবে এেিুখীন হবত হবে । শ্রীগুুবদেই হবেন
তোর েোব সেস্বভ । এই এেিুখীন ভোে মনবয িলবল সিস্ত মে ু অমযগত হবয যোয । অজুন
ভ ই এেিোে
লক্ষেবভদ েরবত ছপবরম বলন - তোর েোরণ মতমন পোখীর ছিোখ সহ িোেো োড়ো আর মে ু ছদখবত পোন
নোই । অনে সেবলর েেে ভহওযোর েোরণ তোাঁবদর িন মেমভন্ন মদবে মেম ন্ন হবযম ল”

“Those who always keep the divine form of Śrī Gurudeva within the heart and

mind need not do any sādhana bhajana. Sādhana bhajana is done for awakening this
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mūrti (divine form of Gurudeva). As long as Śrī Gurudeva is manifest (alive) and His
personal audience can be achieved, it is best to do His sevā pūjā (worship). When He
has become unmanifest (deceased) His presence needs to be experienced within the
mantra He has given. It is then proper to engage all one’s energy into the practice of

this mantra. The sādhaka needs to focus – Śrī Gurudeva becomes his all-in-all. If one
can focus like that, all will be attained. Young prince Arjuna had that single focus – he
could not see anything else but the eye of the bird. The reason for others’ failure was

that their attention was scattered in all different directions.” In this context Bābā also
said:

“এেিোে গুুেৃপোবতই সিস্ত মে ু অসোযে সোমযত হবত পোবর । গুুেৃপোর িবযেই সোযু বেষ্ণে

মপতো িোতো ইতেোমদ সেবলর েৃপো লুক্কোমযত আব । গুুেৃপো নো েোেবল অনে সেল েৃপোও স্থোযীত্ব লোভ
েরবত পোবর নো । শোস্ত্রসিূহ ও গুুেৃপোয অযীত হবয যোয । িোযোিয সাংসোর ছেবে এেিোে উদ্ধোর
েরবত পোবরন শ্রীগুুবদে । মতমন িোযোজোবলর িবযে এেটট ম দ্র েবর ছদন । ঐ ম দ্রপবে মশবষের
উদ্ধোবরর উপোয েোবে । সাংসোর ছেবে িনবে সমরবয লওযো যোয এেিোে গুুেৃপো েবল”

“Only by the grace of the Guru whatever is impossible to accomplish becomes

accomplished. The mercy of sādhu, Vaiṣṇava, father, mother etc. is all hidden within

the mercy of the Guru. No one else’s mercy can be permanent unless the mercy of the
Guru is there. The scriptures are also only studied by the grace of the Guru. Only Śrī
Gurudeva can deliver us from this illusory material world – he will provide a passage
out of this labyrinth of illusion. This passage will be the means of delivery for the

disciple – only on the strength of Guru’s mercy the mind can be taken out of worldly
illusion.” He also said:

“মিেেো েোস্তেবে যবর েোেোর ছেবে অেোস্তে সবতের েল্পনো েরো অবনে ভোল । ঈশ্বর আব ন

এই মেশ্বোস এোং তোাঁর লীলোগুমলর সতেতো সম্পবেভ মেশ্বোস আিোবদর শক্তক্ত ছযোগোবে । মেশ্বোবসর িূবল
আব শ্রদ্ধো । দৃঢ় শ্রদ্ধো ছেবে মেশ্বোবসর স্থোমযত্ব আবস । মেশ্বোস নো েোেবল এপবে অগ্রসর হওযো যোয নো
। শ্রীগুুবদবের িোযেবিই মশষে এই মেশ্বোস লোভ েরবে এোং তোাঁর িবযেই সতেদশনভ েরবে । এই প্রসবঙ্গ
আবদৌ শ্রদ্ধো ততঃ সোযুসঙ্গ........ছলোেটট িরণীয”

“It is much better to think something insubstantial to be real than holding on to

something false to be true. We get strength by believing that God exists and that His

pastimes are real. The root cause (main source) of belief is śraddhā or firm faith. From
firm faith one's belief strengthens. Grounded faith becomes stable due to belief. Unless
there is belief one cannot advance on this path. Within Śrī Gurudeva the disciple will
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get this faith and within Him he will see the truth. In this connection one should
remember the verses ādau śraddhā tathā sādhusaṅga46.”

What is an acceptable means of livelihood (upajīvya) for a devotee? In this

regard Bābā said:

“ছসেোিুখী িবনোভোেই ভবক্তর এেিোে উপজীেে । দশ হোজোর নোি জপ েবর ছয অগ্রগমত হবে,

ছসেো মেপরীতিুখী িবনোভোে েোেবল তোর ছেবে অমযে মপম বয আসবে । আশ্রবির সোিোনে এেটট ঘোস
তু লবল ছয েোজ হবে অবনে ভজন সোযন েবরও তো হবে নো”

“The devotee’s only means of livelihood is a service attitude. The advancement

caused by chanting the Lord’s name ten thousand times will backfire on you even
more if you are averse to service. Performing a great sādhana will not accomplish as
much as just weeding a little grass in the ashram.” He also said:
“ছসেো েরবত হবে ইমঙ্গত েুব

। নবরোেি ঠোেুবরর এেটট প্রোেনোবতও
ভ
এেেো েলো হবযব

।

ইমঙ্গত ছেো োর জনে িোই প্রখর েুক্তদ্ধ । স্েূলেুক্তদ্ধ মদবয ছসেো েরো যোয নো”

“One must serve on hints and indications – that has been mentioned in one of

the prayers of Narottama Ṭhākura too. One needs to be really smart to understand
these hints – with a gross mind one can not serve.” Bābā alerted His devotees by
saying:

“মনবজবে েখনও প্রভুর আসবন েমসও নো । অপবরর ছসেো লওযোর িবনোেৃমে েোেবল অবনে

মপম বয যোবে । শ্রীগুুবদে যো আবদশ েবরন তোই পোলনীয, তোাঁর আিরণ অনুেরণ েরো উমিত নয”

“Do not ever sit on Prabhu’s 47 throne. You will suffer a severe backlash if you

desire to enjoy others’ service. The orders of Śrī Gurudeva must be carried out, but it
is not proper to imitate Him.”

Pointing out the svarūpa of Śrī Gurudeva and Śrī Bhagavān, Bābā said:
“শোস্ত্র অনুযোযী গুু ও ভগেোন এে েস্তু । শ্রীল সনোতন দোবসর শ্রীগুু েন্দনোয আব , “জীবের

মনস্তোর লোমগ নন্দসুত হমর । িমহিোয প্রেোশ হন গুুরূপ যমর” | সুতরোাং তবত্ত্বর মদে ছেবে গুুবে
ভগেোবনর স্বরূপ েবলই িবন েরো উমিত । মেন্তু গুুবসেোর সিয শ্রীগুুবদবের প্রবতেে অঙ্গবে পৃেে্
পৃেে্ ভোবে মিন্তো েরবত হবে এোং ছসই অনুযোযী ছসেোর েেেস্থো েরো েোঞ্ছনীয । অপর মদবে মেিোর
েরবল ছদখো যোয শ্রীগুুবদেই মশবষের িবযে ভগেদ্ভক্তক্ত জোগমরত েবরন । তোই ভগেৎ উপলমিবত
সোহোযেেোরী শ্রীগুুবদেই মশবষের েোব ভগেোন স্বরূপ”

“According to the scriptures Guru and Bhagavān are the same thing. In his Śrī

Guru Vandana, Śrīla Sanātan Dās says ‘Nanda’s son Hari saves the conditioned souls
assuming the form of Guru, revealing His greatness.’ Thus, from the philosophical
46

Two verses in Bhakti Rasāmṛta Sindhu 1.4.14-15, that describe the 9 stages of devotional

advancement.
47

Prabhu can be either the Lord or the Guru.
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point of view, it is appropriate to consider the Guru to be the form of Bhagavan. But

while we are serving Guru we must meditate on each limb of Śrī Gurudeva separately,
and serve Him accordingly. That is the desirable way to serve Guru. If we consider it
from the other point of view, we can see that Śrī Gurudeva awakens devotion to the

Lord within the disciple. Hence, since He assists in realization of the Lord, Śrī
Gurudeva is the form of Bhagavān.”

One day Tulasī Dās mentioned in one of his Doṅhās48 “Ego is even more

harmful than māyā (illusion) – ego caused many Munis and Rishis to fall down. Hence
ego is to be given up first of all.” As an example he mentioned: “A cyclone is able to
uproot huge trees but not tiny blades of grass.”

One day Bābā discussed the topic of samaṣṭi-guru and vyaṣṭi-Guru, saying:
“শ্রীিন্ িহোপ্রভু সিটষ্টগুু েো সোম্প্রদোমযে গুু । েেটষ্টগুু আিোযবদেগণ
ভ
। আিোযবদেগণ
ভ

সিটষ্টগুুর মনবদভশিত স্ব স্ব মশষেবে গবড় ছতোবলন । সিটষ্টগুু যখন স্বরূপোমেষ্ট এেটট ভক্তবে ছদবখন
তখন মতমন অতেন্ত আনক্তন্দত হবয তোবে েুবে জমড়বয যবরন এোং তোাঁর প্রভুর িরণ অপণভ েবরন ।
ভক্তবে রোযোমেঙ্করী স্বরূপ দোন েমরবত পোবরন এেিোে শ্রীিন্ িহোপ্রভু । তোই মতমন (শ্রীিন্ িহোপ্রভু)
েবলব ন, “আিো মেনো অবনে নোবর ব্রজ ছপ্রি মদবত” । এই ব্রজ ছপ্রবির পরোেোষ্ঠো ছদমখবযব ন
ব্রজবগোপীগণ । প্রবতেবেই আিরো প্রেৃমত - পুুষ এেিোে স্বযাং ভগেোন । এই ভোে আসবল
রোযোমেঙ্করীগণ তোাঁবদর স্বজোতী মহসোবে সোযেবে ছগোষ্ঠীভুক্ত েবর ছনন । এটট সম্পূণ ভ ভোবের েেোপোর ।
অনে ছেোনরূপ মিন্তো মনবয এপবে অগ্রসর হওযো যোয নো” ।

Śrī Caitanya Mahāprabhu is the samaṣṭi-guru (aggregate Guru) or Sāmpradāyika

Guru (teacher of the entire tradition), and the individual Ācāryas (Gurus) are the

vyaṣṭi-gurus. On the indication of the samaṣṭi-guru, the ācāryas train their disciples. If
the samaṣṭi-guru sees a devotee in svarūpāveśa49 He is very blissful, embraces him at
the chest and offers him at the feet of the Lord. Only Śrīman Mahāprabhu can bestow

the svarūpa of a maidservant of Rādhā. Hence He (Mahāprabhu) has said: ‘No one but
Me can bestow the love of Vraja”. The gopīs of Vraja show the limit of Vraja-prema.

Each one of us is prakṛti (ontologically feminine), only Bhagavān Himself is puruṣa
(ontologically male). When this feeling comes to the sādhaka, the maidservants of
Rādhā will assimilate him into their group and count him/her among them. It is
entirely a matter of feeling; any other thought or feeling will not help us advance on
this path.” He also said:

“শ্রীভগেোবনর দুটট রূপ - ঐশ্বয ভও িোযুয ভ। এই দুবযর িবযে িোযুযইভ ছশ্রষ্ঠ । শ্রীভগেোবনর িোযুবযরভ

প্রেোশ শ্রীেৃন্দোেবন । িোযুযরূপী
ভ
এই ভগেোনবেই আিরো উপোসনো েমর । িতু মেযভ রবসর - দোসে, সখে,
48

Doṅha = medieval Hindi couplet

49

Svarūpāveśa = absorption in one’s eternal spiritual form.
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েোৎসলে ও িযুর দ্বোরো তোাঁর উপোসনো হয । ক্রি অনুযোযী িযুর রসই ছশ্রষ্ঠ । িযুর রবসর পরোেোষ্ঠো
ছদমখবযব ন ব্রজবগোপীগণ । আেোর ব্রজবগোপীবদর িবযে িহোভোে স্বরূমপণী শ্রীরোমযেোই সেবশ্রষ্ঠো
ভ
। িযুর
রবস ছপ্রিই এেিোে অেলম্বন । এই ছপ্রবির েোব ভগেোন যরো নো মদবয পোবরন নো । ছপ্রবির উৎেষ ভ
প্রদশবনর
ভ
জনে সিয সিয মতমন ক্ষুদ্রও হবয যোন । তোই শ্রীরোমযেোর িরণ পযন্ত
ভ যোরণ েরবতও মতমন
মদ্বযোবেোয েবরন নোই । িযুর রবস ব্রজবগোপীগণ শ্রীরোযোর দোসে অেলম্বন েবরব ন । শ্রীরোমযেোর িরণ
লোভ েরবত পোরবল অনোযোবসই মগমরযোরীবে পোওযো যোয । ছেননো শ্রীেৃবষ্ণর প্রোবণশ্বরীই শ্রীরোমযেো ।
তোাঁর প্রোবণশ্বরীর েৃপো লোভ েরবলই তোাঁর েৃপো পোওযো যোয |

Śrī Bhagavān has two features – prowess and sweetness – of the two, the sweet

one is the greater. The sweet feature is manifest in Śrī Vṛndāvana – we worship the

Lord in this feature. He is worshipable in four flavours – service, friendship,
parenthood and amorous love, in order of superiority, culminating in amorous love.

The gopīs of Vraja show the limit of such spiritual amorous love, and again amongst
them, Śrī Rādhikā, who is the embodiment of mahābhāva, is the greatest. Prema is the
only support of this amorous love, and it is impossible not to capture the Lord with
prema. Sometimes the Lord even takes a subjugated role to show the excellence of

prema, so He will not hesitate to grasp Śrī Rādhikā’s lotus-feet. In the madhura rasa,

the gopīs of Vraja take shelter of Śrī Rādhā’s devotional service – when Her lotus-feet
are served Giridhārī is easily attainable, for She is the love of His life. His mercy is
attainable when His heart’s beloved’s mercy is attained.”

About the importance of studying śāstra, Bābā said:

“শোস্ত্রপোবঠর িোযেবি শ্রীভগেোবনর রূপ ও গুবণর পমরিয পোওযো যোয । সোযন ভজবনর দ্বোরো ছসই
রূপ িূত ভ হবয ওবঠ । সোযে তখন ইহ জগবতর িোনুবষর িবতো তোাঁবে প্রতেক্ষ েবরন, তোাঁর সবঙ্গ েেো
েবলন, ছপ্রি প্রীমত মনবেদন েবরন”

“By studying śāstra one becomes acquainted with the Lord’s transcendental

form and attributes, and through sādhana bhajana this form becomes visible. The
sādhaka can then perceive Him as a person from this world and talk to Him, offering
his love to Him.”

Prabhu Sītānātha brought the Lord of Vaikuṇṭha to the mortal world, where He

flung Him into the ocean of ambrosial devotion to Śyāma. The original Supreme Lord
Śrī Kṛṣṇa descended in a golden form – what is the dearest thing to this Gaura? The
holy name He has brought, not his own (Gaura-) name! In this connection Bābā said:

“তোাঁর নোি েমরবল ছগৌর সুখী হন নো । তোাঁর আনো নোবিই তোাঁর প্রেৃত সুখ । সুতরোাং ছগৌরবে সুখ

মদবত হবল তোাঁর মনবদভশ ছিবন িলোই প্রেৃত েোজ । ছগৌবরর নোবি আিোবদর আত্মসুখ হবলও ছগৌবরর সুখ
হবে নো । ভবক্তর প্রযোন লক্ষে তোাঁর ইষ্টবদেতোবে সুখী েরো । তোই ছগৌবরর প্রীমত উৎপোদবনর জনে
আিোবদর ছেোন স্বতন্ত্র পন্থো অেলম্বন নো েবর তোাঁরই প্রোণমপ্রয শ্রীনোবির উপোসনো েরো েতভেে |
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“Gaura will not be happy if we chant His own name. If we chant the name He

brought50 He is truly happy. If we want to make Gaura happy it is our natural duty to
respect His suggestion. Even if we ourselves are happy by chanting Gaura’s name it
will not make Him happy, and it is the primary target of a devotee to make His
beloved Lord happy. Hence, to make Gaura love us we should not take shelter of

invented independent paths, but worship (practice) the Holy Name that is dearer to
Him than life itself.”

When, during His Gambhīrā pastimes, Mahāprabhu heard ‘Gaura nāma’ from

Sītānātha’s mouth, He was unhappy and gave the following warning to the devotees:
chāḍi kṛṣṇa nāma ki koro kīrtan,
svatantra īśvara bhāviyā bhāsāle bhuvana

“What are you chanting, giving up the holy name of Kṛṣṇa? You make the

whole world float in a concept of an independent Lord!”51 Bābā quoted that in this
context.

About the purport of Śrīmad Bhāgavata Bābā said:

“শ্রীিদ্ভোগেত মেভু এোং সেোশ্রয
ভ
। শ্রীিদ্ভোগেবতর িতেোদ উদোর ও অসোম্প্রদোমযে ।

শ্রীিদ্ভোগেতবে সঙ্কীণ ভছপটটর িবযে আেদ্ধ েবর রোখো উমিত হবে নো । শ্রীিন্ িহোপ্রভুই শ্রীিদ্ভোগেবতর
যোরে ও েোহে । ব্রবজর মনগূঢ ছপ্রি মেতরণ েরোই ম ল িহোপ্রভুর উবেশে । শ্রীিন্ িহোপ্রভুর প্রদমশতভ
পবে ষড ছগোস্বোিীবদর অনুসরণ েবর শ্রীেৃষ্ণ ভজন েরোই আিোবদর অভীষ্ট”

“Śrīmad Bhāgavata is universal and everyone’s shelter. Śrīmad Bhāgavata’s

philosophy is liberal and non-sectarian. It is improper to lock Śrīmad Bhāgavata up in
a narrow box. Śrīman Mahāprabhu is the carrier and container of Śrīmad Bhāgavata.

Mahāprabhu’s intention was to distribute the confidential love of (Kṛṣṇa in) Vraja.

Our main purpose is to worship Śrī Kṛṣṇa by following the footsteps of six Gosvāmīs
with adherance to the path demonstrated by Śrīman Mahāprabhu.”

To show how we can proceed into the kingdom of sādhanā, holding our Guru-

rūpa sakhī52 by the hand, Bābā quoted the example of Śrīnivāsācārya Prabhu and his
disciple Rāmacandra Kavirāja. The disciple sat down to perform sādhanā to find out

50

The holy name of Kṛṣṇa.

51

The verse is found in Caitanya Caritāmṛta Madhya 1,269-270 in a slightly different reading but with

the same purport.
52

Śrī Gurudeva’s eternal female form as a maidservant of Śmt. Rādhārānī.
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why Śrīnivāsācārya’s samādhi was not breaking. When absorbed in meditation he

understood why Śrī Gurudeva’s samādhi was not breaking and thus he/she assisted Śrī
Gurudeva. In this way they both met to serve Śrī Rādhikā and thus gave Her loving

pleasure. In this way Śrī Gurudeva and his disciple assisted each other in kuñja-service
in svarūpāveśa.

Bābā wanted to show the importance of niṣṭhā (fixation and loyalty) in the life

of the sādhaka by saying:

“মনষ্ঠো সোযবের জীেবনর এেটট উবেখবযোগে বেমশষ্ঠে । শ্রীভগেোবনর মেমিে রূবপর প্রমত

সোযবের শ্রদ্ধো েোেবলও এেিোে মনবজর অভীবষ্টর প্রমতই তোাঁর সেোমযে
ভ
মনষ্ঠো েোবে”

“In the life of a sādhaka, niṣṭhā is a noteworthy speciality. Though the sādhaka

has faith in all the various forms of the Lord, he is most of all fixed in that of his own
chosen deity.” In this regard he told the story of Bilvamaṅgala.

Because we are always surrounded by our mundane relatives in our material

lives we forget about our relatives in the spiritual world. Indicating the difference
between them, Śrī Gurudeva said:

“জোগমতে জীেবনর আত্মীযস্বজনবদর সবঙ্গ আিোবদর সম্পেভ স্বোবেরভ । এই সম্পেভ িৃতুের

পূেেোল
ভ
পযন্ত
ভ েতভিোন েোবে । িৃতুের পর শ্মশোবন শরীরটট ভষ্মীভূ ত েরোর পর আর ছেোন সম্পেভ েোবে
নো । আর আিোবদর মপ্রযজন মেবযোগ জমনত ছয দুঃখ তো ও ছেশী মদন স্থোযী েোবে নো । এই ছদহটট
শ্মশোবন তু বল ছদওযোর পর আিোবদর সহোয আর মে ু েোবে নো - শুযুিোে েিেল
ভ
োড়ো । েিেল
ভ
অনুযোযীই আিরো ইষ্টেৃপো লোভ েমর । িৃতুের পর এই পরি আত্মীবযর েৃপো লোভ েরোর জনেই
আিোবদর সোযন ভজন । সোযন ভজবনর িোযেবি ইষ্টবদেতোর সবঙ্গ আিোবদর সম্পেভ গবড় ওবঠ । এই
সম্পেভ এত ঘমনষ্ট ছয ইষ্টমেরবহ সোযে মনরন্তর অশ্রু মেসজভন েবরন । এর প্রিোণ আিরো ছদবখম শ্রীিন্
িহোপ্রভুর জীেবন । শ্রীিন্ িহোপ্রভু পুরীযোবি যখন গুবড়র স্তম্ভ ছেবে জগন্নোেবদেবে দশনভ েরবতন
তখন মনরন্তর তোাঁর ছিোখ মদবয অশ্রু মনগতভ হবতো । এই অশ্রুজবল ঐ স্তবম্ভর নীবি অেমস্থত এেটট খোল
পূণ ভ হবয মগবযম ল । ছিোবখর জবলর িোযেবিই তোাঁর ছসেো যেোেরূবপ
ভ
েরো যোয । অবনে নোি জপ েবর
যো নো হয দুবেোাঁটো ছিোবখর জবল প্রভুর িরণটট মসক্ত েরবত পোরবল তোাঁর অমযে েৃপো লোভ েরো যোয” |

“Our connection with our relatives in this worldy life is selfish and will last

only until our deaths. The connection is gone as soon as our bodies are burned to

ashes in the cemetery, and the sorrow of separation from our departed loved ones
does not last long either. No one and nothing can help us after our bodies are carried

off to the cemetery – all that remains is the results of our previous activities (karma).
It is according to our activities that we may get the mercy of the Lord, and we practice

sādhana bhajana to receive the mercy of our Supreme Relative after death. We create a

connection with our beloved deity through our sādhana bhajana. This connection
becomes so close that the sādhaka constantly sheds tears of love in separation from his

beloved deity. We see the evidence for that in the life of Śrīman Mahāprabhu. When
He had darśana of Lord Jagannātha from behind Garuḍa’s column in the Jagannātha
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temple in Puri, tears constantly streamed from His eyes, and filled a drain below the
pillar. Devotional service is fulfilled through such tears. What may not be

accomplished even by chanting many rounds, can be accomplished by sprinkling some
tears of divine love on the lotus-feet of the Lord. If one can do that one can achieve
greater mercy.”

Our aim is to establish a connection with our our beloved Lord. To define the

situation of the sādhaka once this connection is established, Bābā continued:

“ইষ্টবদবের সবঙ্গ যেোে ভ সম্পেভ গবড় উঠবল েোমহেে সিস্ত আিরণ ছলোবপ ছপবয যোয । তখন

আর ছদহোবেশ েোবে নো । এই ছদহ মদবয তোাঁর িরণ োড়ো আর মে ু েরো যোয নো । পমরপূণ ভ ছদহোবেশ
মনবয তোাঁর িরবণ ছপৌৌঁ োন যোয নো । ভজন সোযবনর িোযেবি মসদ্ধ ছদহ লোভ হবল ছসই ছদবহ তোাঁর মিন্তো
েরো যোয । এই অেস্থোয সোযবের জীেন যোরণ েরো েো নো েরো এেই েেো । যখন ইিো হয তখনই
স্েূলবদহ তেোগ েবর মনতেলীলোয িবল যোয ।”

“Once a real connection is established with the beloved deity all external

behavior vanishes, along with bodily consciousness – nothing else is done anymore
with this body other than remembering Him. His lotus-feet cannot be reached in full
bodily consciousness. Through bhajana sādhana the perfect (spiritual) body is attained

– for this one needs to think of that body. In that condition it is the same to the
sādhaka whether he lives or dies. He can leave the gross body whenever he wants it
and enter into the Lord’s eternal pastimes.”

Before He entered into the Lord’s eternal pastimes, Bābā revealed the true

identity of truth behind death. If anyone would say ‘my Gurudeva has died’, Bābā
would ask him: “ছতোিোর েোব ও মে মতমন িৃত?” “Is he really dead to you?” He also said:
“সোযবের েোব

শ্রীগুুবদে েখনও িোরো যোন নো - যমদ মতমন িোরো যোন তবে সোযবের আর

মে ু ই েোবে নো । জীমেত অেস্থোয মতমন প্রতেক্ষ প্রেটলীলো েবরন আর ছদহোেসোবন অপ্রতেক্ষ অপ্রেট
লীলো েবরন । সোযবের েোব দুটট লীলোয সিোন । মতমন তোাঁর সোযন েবল অপ্রেট লীলোবেও প্রেট লীলোর
িত দশনভ েরবেন - অনে এর মে ু ই েু বত পোরবে নো” ।

“For the sādhaka Śrī Gurudeva never dies – if He would die there would be

nothing left for the sādhaka. During His life He performs His manifest pastimes and

after He leaves His body He performs His unmanifest pastimes. For the sādhaka these
two kinds of pastimes are the same. On the strength of his sādhana he sees the
unmanifest pastimes just like the manifest pastimes – he cannot understand anything
else.”

He reminded us:

“িৃতুে িোবন এেটো পদভোর আড়োল । পদভোটো সমরবয মদবলই আেোর ছদখো যোবে । সূক্ষ্মবদবহ

সেমে ু ছদখো যোয - সেে
ভ মেিরণ েরো যোয - স্েূলবদবহ তো সম্ভে হয নো । সোযবের েোব

িৃতুেটো অমত

তু ি েেোপোর । এ ছদবহবর প্রবযোজন মিবট ছগবল ছদহ রোখো নো রোখো তোাঁবদর েোব এেই েেো”
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“Death means moving behind a curtain. If you shove away the curtain you will

be seen again. In the subtle body you can see everything and move everywhere – this
is not possible in the gross body. For a sādhaka death is a very insignificant affair.
When there is no more use of the body it does not matter anymore whether you keep
it or not.”

One devotee asked: “Sometimes we see sādhus weep when someone dies. Why

is this then?” Bābā answered:

“ছেহ িোরো ছগবল সোযুরো ছয েোাঁবদ ছসটো তোর প্রমত িোযোেশত নয । তোাঁবদর েোন্নো আবস এই মিন্তো

েবর ছয, এেটো জীেন িোযোর দোসত্ব েবর িবল ছগল, ভগেৎ উপলমি হবলো নো”

“If the sādhus weep because someone has died it is not because they are

subdued by māyā. When they weep they think this person has wasted his life as a
slave of māyā and could not attain the Lord.”

Drawing the discussion towards his private life, Bābā said:

“হোমস িুবখ িরবত পোরবেো েবলই সাংসোর েমর নোই । ছতোিরোও আিোবে হোমস িুবখ মেদোয ছদবে তবেই ছতো আমি সুখী হবেো । ছতোিোবদর ছিোবখ িোযোর জগবতর ছলোবেবদর িত জল আসবে ছেন? েরাং
ছতোিরো ছিষ্টো েরবে আিোর আদশ ভতু বল যরবত”

“I did not marry, so I can die with a smile on My face – you must also take My
leave with a smile on your face – then I will be happy. Why need you shed tears like
people from this illusory world? Rather, you should try to follow My example.”
He told his servants that lived in the ashram:

“জগবতর ছলোে ছতোিোবদর েোব আসবে মেমভন্ন সিসেো মনবয । তোরো যমদ ছতোিোবদর ছিোবখ জল
ছদবখ তোহবল তোরো ছেোেোয যোবে? ছতোিরো হোমসিুবখ তোবদর সিসেোর সিোযোন েরোর ছিষ্টো েরবে”

“The people of the world will come to you with their various problems. If they

see tears in our eyes, then where else can they go? Try to solve all their problems with
a smile on your face.”

Bābā explained very clearly that ‘I’ and ‘this gross body’ are not one and the

same. If someone asked Him ‘How are You?’ he would say ‘I am fine’ and if someone
said: “I heard You are sick” He would reply:

“ছদখুন, ছেোেোয অসুখ আব ? অসুখটো ছদবহর - আিোর নয । আমি সেদোই
ভ সুস্থ আম , আনবন্দ
আম । আর এই ছয অসুখটো এটো স্েূলবদবহর । ছদবহর যি ভ ছতো ছদহ েরবেই - তোর উপর আিোর ছেোন
েতৃত্ব
ভ নোই”

“Look, where is My disease? The disease is in the body, not in Me – I am always
healthy and blissful. The disease is only in the gross body, which will act according to
its own laws – I have no influence in that.”
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Bābā was totally averse to preaching. The forest flower got wilted right in the

forest where it bloomed. Baba withdrew from the sight of the modern preaching

media and went far away into the jungle to absorb Himself in Madangopāl’s service.
Still, just as one can not hide the aroma of a blooming flower, Bābā’s glories manifest

themselves to sensitive devotees. Even though they wanted to take Him to pompous
religious festivals He would never agree to join. Once the devotees wanted to
celebrate His birthday, but Bābā told them:

“আিোর জন্মমদন নোই - েোরণ আমি জন্মহীন । আমি অনোমদ, অনন্ত, অসীি - অতএে আমি

জন্ম, িৃতুে, জরো, েেোময অতীত । তোই আিোর জন্মমদন প্রমতপোলন েরো িোবন আিোবে অেিোনন েরো”

“I have no birthday because I am free from birth. I am without beginning,
without end and without borders – hence I am beyond birth, death, old age and
disease. Hence observing My birthday would be an insult to Me.”

In this way He gave up the narrow circle of ‘the small me’ and revealed the

identity of ‘the huge me’.

The above words do not just show Bābā’s spiritual wisdom, it evolved out of

His life’s experience, so if it emanates from Bābā’s sacred mouth it gets a fresh

(deeper) meaning. Bābā Himself was the embodiment of these sacred words (vāṇī
pratimūrti). Blessed we are that we were so fortunate to see with our own eyes such a
sādhaka, absorbed in meditation on His beloved Lord, in such a mature state.

About four months before He entered the eternal pastimes of the Lord, Bābā

once sat on the veranda in front of His hut. It was the 8th of June, 1986. In front of

Him sat bhaktas like Nirañjan Jyeṭha Mahāśaya53, Kṛṣṇā-Di, Bābul-Dā, Nimāi-Dā, GaurDā, Cintāharan-Dā, Viśvanāth-Dā, Nārān-Dā, Mihir-Dā, Tulasī-Di, Yugal-Di and GītāDi. Nirañjan Jyetha Mahāśaya asked Bābā: “What will happen to the ashram after You

are gone? We were all on father’s lap – how can we survive without father? And why
should we call Madangopāl ‘the compassionate Supreme Lord’?” To this Bābā replied:

“নো েোেো, মতমন সে সিযই েুণোিয । আিোবদর সুবখর সিয তোাঁবে েুণোিয েলো আর

দুঃবখর সিয নো েলোটো স্বোেপরতো
ভ
। স্বোেপর
ভ হবল তোাঁবে পোওযো যোয নো”

“No Bābā, He is always compassionate. To call Him compassionate when we

are happy and not to call Him compassionate when we are unhappy is simply
selfishness, and He cannot be attained by being selfish.” Bābā continued:

53

The father of Krishna Di, who lived in Prachin Mayapur. He was a devotee who knew śāstra well. He

is deceased meanwhile.
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“আশ্রি ছযিন ভোবে িলব ছতিমন ভোবেই িলবে যমদ আশ্রিেোসীরো মনবজবদরবে বতরী েরবত

পোবর । আর তো নো হবল এখোবন ভোড়োবটরো এবস েসবে । এ আশ্রবির স্বতন্ত্র ছেোন পমরিয নোই -

সোযুেোেোর আশ্রি োড়ো । এখোবন যোরো েোেবে তোরো সেোই হবে সোযু । তোরো হবে শক্তিবনর অমযেোরী ।
তোবদর ছিোবখ ছেোন সিয িোযোর জগবতর দুঃখেবষ্ট জল আসবে নো । ছযিন ছদখ ছতোিোবদর নমিতো ।
েোেোর মেবযোবগর পরও এে ছেোাঁটো জল ছেবল মন । এই রেি মস্থর েোেবত হবে । েোইবর ছেবে হোজোর
হোজোর ছলোে আসবে মেমভন্ন রেি দুঃখ মনবয । আশ্রিেোসীবদর ছদবখ তোরো ছযন দুঃখ লোঘে েরবত
পোবর । এই হবে এবদর আদশ”ভ

“The ashram should be run as it is run now, if the residents of the ashram can

prepare themselves for that. If not, then folk will come here simply to rent space.

There is no other identity to this ashram than Sādhu Bābā’s Ashram. Whoever will live
here will be a sādhu, qualified for strong minds. Tears from this illusory world should
never appear in their eyes, like you see here your Namitā – even after she heard her
father had deceased she did not shed one teardrop. One needs to be that steady.

Thousands and thousands of people will come from outside with different types of

problems – they should be able to relieve their problems by seeing the residents of the
Ashram. This type of example they must give.”

After speaking like this non-stop for a long time, Bābā consoled everyone by

saying:

“আমি িবল ছগবলও আিোর আদশ ভ ছিবন িলবল ছেোন অসুমেযো হবে নো । আিোর সন্তোনবদর

জনে মতল মতল েবর এ ছদহ মেমলবয মদবযম । এখন এরো খুে সহবজ ছয ক্তজমনষ পোবি পবর তো লোভ
েরোর জনে েবঠোর সোযনো েরবত হবে । দোাঁত েোেবত ছেহ দোাঁবতর িযোদো
ভ ছেোব নো । এবদর িোনুষ
হওযোর জনে আিোর িবল যোওযো দরেোর”

“Even after I am gone there will be no problem for you as long as you follow

My example. To My children54 I have sacrificed Myself (given Myself away) little by
little. Now they can easily get that which they will have to perform harsh practices for
later. No one understands the value of teeth as long as they have teeth. It is necessary
for Me to leave this body for their own growth.”
He furthermore said in this regard:

“জগবতর মেষ গ্রহণ েরোর জনে সীতোনোবের আমেভভোে । ছসই েোজ েবরই ছস িবল যোয ।

আেোর জগৎ যখন মেষ ভোবর জজভমরত হবে তখন ছতোিরো ছতোিোবদর সোযনো দ্বোরো তোাঁবে মনবয আসবে ।
এজনে প্রবযোজন হবে েবঠোর তপসেোর”

54

Disciples.
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“Prabhu Sītānātha appears in this world to take its poison55, and after

completing that task He goes again. Again when the world is afflicted by the weight of

the poison you will bring (invoke) Him again through your sādhana. For this severe
austerities are required.”

In the morning of the 10th of June, 1986, Bābā sat on the veranda in front of

His kuṭir, surrounded by some devotees who fanned Him with hand-fans. Just then a
dove was calling in the distance. He pointed everyone’s attention to it, saying:

“এরেি ডোে মগমররোজ পমরক্রিোর সিয পু মরর েোব েোাঁেো আখবক্ষত ছেবে ছশোনো যোয”

“Such songs can be heard on the Girirāja Parikramā close to Puchari on the
open sugarcane fields.” Then, when He heard another bird sing, He said:

“ওটট রোযোেুবের পোবশ ভজনস্থলীর েোব অেমস্থত এেটট েৃক্ষ ছেবে ছভবস আবস”
“This comes straight from a tree near the bhajan-place next to Rādhākuṇḍa.”
In this connection Bābā said:

“এই শরীর মদবয মগমররোজ পমরক্রিো েরো সম্ভে নো হবল মগমররোজ মে েৃপো েরবেন নো? এেেোর
িবন িবনই পমরক্রিো েবর এলোি”

“Will Girirāja not bestow His mercy if it is not possible to physically do Girirāja
Parikramā? Once I came there to do parikramā mentally.”
Then He gradually reminisced the sights He had seen on His pilgrimages like

Govindaji Mandir in Jaypur, the natural beauty of Galtaji56 as well as the beautiful
sight of Puṣkar Tīrtha. Of the two mountains flanking Galtaji He said:

“ওখোবন যোরো সোযনো েবর তোরো েত মনভীে । মনভীে নো হবল ওসে জোযগোয মগবয তপসেো েরো

যোয নো । হমরদ্বোবরর মনেটেতী পোহোবড় যখন অেস্থোন েরতোি তখনও ঐরেি মনজভন পমরবেশ মেরোজ
েরত । এইসে জোযগোবতই ভগেৎ উপলমি হয”

“Those who do sādhanā there are really dauntless, otherwise they would never

perform austerities at such a place. When I was staying on the mountain near

Haridvāra there was also such a solitary surrounding. It is in such places that you can
realize the Lord.”

Through the abovementioned discussion we were able to perceive the external

manifestation of one of the sādhaka's state of svarūpa.

55

Just as Lord Shiva drank the poison from the milk ocean, Lord Advaita, who is Lord Shiva incarnate,

took the poison of material life out of the peoples’ lives during the manifest pastimes of Śrī Caitanya
Mahāprabhu. Ed.
56

Galta is in Rajasthan, a waterfall on a mountain close to Jaypur.
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said:

On 17th June, 1986 the discussion was about the temporary nature of life. Bābā
“আিোবদর জীেবন মতনবট েোল আব - বশশে, ছযৌেন, েোদ্ধভেে । ছযৌেন খুেই ক্ষণস্থোযী । এই

ক্ষণস্থোযী ছযৌেনবে যবর রোখোর জনেই সোযনো । েোল তোর অবিোঘ মনযবি িলবে । েমলর প্রভোে িুক্ত
হওযো এেপ্রেোর অসম্ভে । েমলর প্রভোবেই ছদবহ এে সিয েোদ্ধভেে ছনবি আসবে”

“In our lives there are three phases of time – childhood, youth and old age.

Youth is very brief. Sādhanā is meant to keep the youth which is so transitory, which
lasts for a short time. Time will flow unfailingly (with its infallible rule/unfailing

nature). It is almost impossible to get rid of the influence of Kali. Due to the force of
Kali old age will descend into the body at one time.”

On 18th June, 1986, Bābā discussed the following:
“ছেশী নোি ছ োটো ভোল নয । নোি প্রিোর হবলই মপ বন শত্ু লোগবে । ছযিন সবক্রটটবসর

হবযম ল । ছসজনে অপ্রিোমরত েোেো ভোল । শত্ুরো মেষপ্রবযোগ ও অনেমেয উপোয অেলম্বনও েরবত
পোবর”

“It is not good to spill (spread) the Holy Name too much. After preaching the

Holy Name enemies will come, as has happened with Socrates. Hence it is better not
preached. Enemies may use poison and other types of ways.”

The topic of discussion then changed to the ability to leave one’s body and then
to re-enter it, and how this is a real fact. However, He said:
“তবে এ ক্তজমনষ েরোর ছযোগেতো খুে অল্প ছলোবেরই আব ”

“There are very few people who are able to do this.”

22nd June, 1986. Seeing the heavy faces of the devotees, Bābā said:

“ওরো ছরোগীর ছসেো েরবত অভেস্ত । সোযুবসেোর মে জোবন? সোযুবসেো ও ছরোগীবসেো এে নয ।
আিোর িবযে ছয ড় েইব তোর খের ছেউ জোবন নো । ছস এেিোে আমি জোমন । আর আিোর
অন্তযোিী
ভ জোবন । ছতোিোবদর যখন তো ছঠেোেোর িত সোযন শক্তক্ত নোই তখন আিোবে ভুগবত দোও । আমি
ছতো সেবলর প্রোরি খেন েবরম । এখন আিোবে ছভোগ েরবত হবে নো । আমি ছতো ইিো েরবল
এখনই ছদহ ছ বড় মদবত পোমর । আিোবদর ছদহ োড়ো নো োড়ো এেই েেোপোর । আিোবদর েোব “িরণ ছর
তু হু িি শেোি সিোন” | যোবত আমি আনবন্দর সবঙ্গ লীলো সম্বরণ েরবত পোমর তোর েেেস্থো েরো প্রবযোজন
। আমি ছযন ছদবখ ছযবত পোমর ছগোপোবলর, ছগোবপশ্ববরর ছসেো টঠেিত িলব ”

“They are practiced in nursing the sick – do they know how to serve a sādhu?
Nursing the ill and serving the sādhus is not the same thing. No one knows what
tempest is raging within My body – only I know it and My antaryāmī57. When you do
not have the power of austere practice (sādhana śakti) to stop that then let Me suffer. I

have destroyed everyone's karma from their previous lives (prārabdha karma). Now
isn't it my turn to suffer? I can leave my body right at this moment if I want. For us,
57

antaryāmī – God within everyone’s heart, witnessing everyone, the ‘Inner Administrator’.
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either to keep the body or to leave it, it is the same. For us, death is the same as

achieving Śyāmasundara – maraṇa re tuhu mama śyāma samāna". It is necessary to
make arrangements for Me to blissfully end My pastimes now. I need to see that the
service of Gopāla and Gopeśvara is going on nicely.”

26th June, 1986. Bābā resides inside His kuṭīr, surrounded by some devotees –

Nirañjan Jyeṭhā Mahāśaya, Bābul-Dā and others. He discusses the following:

“সন্তদোস িহোরোজ, যনেয িহোরোজ ইতেোমদ সোযবের িৃতুের পর তোাঁবদর আশ্রি মে িলব

নো?

আিোরও অপ্রেট হবয যোওযোর পর ছতোিরো সিস্ত অনুষ্ঠোন এই ভোবেই েরবে - েরাং এর ছেবে ছেশী
েরোর ছিষ্টো েরবে । তবেই ছতো আিোর আদশ ভেজোয েোেবে”

“Did not the ashrams of sādhakas like Santa Dās Mahārāja, Dhananjay

Mahārāja, etc. go well after their deaths? You should continue all our festivals also

after I become unmanifest (expire) – better even you try to increase them. Then My
example will remain intact.”

To this, Bābul-Dā asked: “We might increase the festivals fourfold even, but

along with this you see so much infighting and litigation arising in different ashrams.”
To this Bābā answered:

“ছতোিরো মনষ্কপট হবল তো ছেোনমদন হবত পোবর নো । আিোর এই আশ্রবির িোযুয ভ ছেোনমদন নষ্ট
হবে নো । ঐশ্বয ভ এখোবন প্রবেশ েরবত পোরবে নো । ছতোিোমদগবে আদবশরভ প্রমত অমেিল েোেবত হবে ।
আমি ছতো েবলম প্রবযোজন হবল এই আশ্রবির িতু মদভবে উাঁিু প্রোিীর মদবয মঘবর তোর িবযে অেস্থোন
েরবে । েোইবরর সবঙ্গ ছেোন সাংশ্রে রোখবে নো । শুযুিোে গঙ্গো জল, তু লসীপে মদবয িদনবগোপোবলর
পূজো েবর তোই ছপবয মদন েোটোবে । সম্পূণ ভ তোাঁর উপর মনভভর েবর িলবে । েোইবরর েোহোরও ছেোন
সোহোবযের অবপক্ষো রোখবে নো । মেষযীর অন্ন েদোি গ্রহণ েরবে নো । ছতোিোবদর িদনবগোপোবলর উপর
অমেিল মনষ্ঠো েোেবল েখনও অসুমেযোয পরবত হবে নো”

“This can never happen if you are all honest and sincere. The sweetness of My
Ashram will never perish – luxury (aiśvarya) will never enter here. You must remain
fixed in that example. I am telling you – if necessary you stay in this ashram by
surrounding it with high walls all around, not associating with any outsiders at all.

Simply offer Ganges-water and Tulasī-leaves to Madangopāl, consume that and spend

your days like that, fully depending on Him. Don’t depend on the help of any outsider
and never eat food-grains from the materialistic enjoyers. If you are fixed in
Madangopāl without wavering you will never have any trouble.”

In the evening of the 5th July, 1986, Bābā sits on the veranda in front of His

kuṭīr. Nārān-Dā and Gaur-Dā sit in front of Him, serving His feet, and some others of

us stand around Him. The discussion turns to tantric practice. Bābā indicates from
whom and through whom these things are being done. Then He says:
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“আমি েোেবত েোেবত ছতোিরো িোনুষ মিবন নোও | সেলবে এবেেোবর িোেোর উপর তু ল নো

|মনবজর ছগোপনীয েেো সেবলর েোব প্রেোশ েবরো নো । তোহবল মেপবদর আশঙ্কো আব ”

“Beware of people as long as I am alive. Do not carry just everyone on your

head (don’t just trust everyone). Do not reveal your secrets to everyone, or you will
live in fear of disaster.”

Nārān-Dā asked: “Bābā, how can we combat tantra?”
Bābā replied:

“িন্ত্রশক্তক্তর দ্বোরোই তন্ত্রবে পরোস্ত েরো যোয । মনযমিতভোবে ১০০৮ েোর েবর এেোসবন েবস
িূলিন্ত্র জপ েরবত পোরবলই যবেষ্ট”

“Tantra is defeated by the power of mantra. It is sufficient to sit on an Āsan and
do japa of the mūla-mantra58 1,008 times in one session, as a rule.”
The only protection against this, either at home or outside, is uninterrupted

sādhanā. In the course of the discussion this matter was revealed.

Sunday 20th July, 1986 – three months before entering into the Lord’s eternal

pastimes, Śrī-Śrī Bābā sat on the veranda in front of His kuṭīra in the morning,
discussing various topics, reminiscing His past. He narrated two stories of how He

showed His physical prowess in His youth, how He practiced yoga through breathing
exercises, and how He became detached from life after His mother and father passed

away. He narrated how attempts were made on His life and how such attempts all

failed, in what condition His puruṣāṅga59 ended up due to yogik practice and how it

was restored to its natural condition through an operation. He then changed the
subject and said:

“আবগ সঙ্গীবতর প্রমত মেবশষ ছ োাঁে ম ল । হমরদোস স্বোিীক্তজর আশ্রি ছেবে এেজন েড়

সঙ্গীতজ্ঞ এবসম বলন েৃন্দোেবন - আিোবদর আশ্রবি । মতমন এবস আিোবে েুবে জমড়বয যবর েত
আনন্দ প্রেোশ েরবলন । তোাঁবদর আশীর্ব্োদই
ভ
আিোবে এপবে সোেলে এবন মদবযব । ভোরতেবষ ভ এিন
ছেোন যন্ত্র নোই যো আমি আলোপ েরবত পোমর নো । মেখেোত েোদেেোর পোেতী
ভ ের ম বলন আিোর েীণোর
গুু । জীেনটো সঙ্গীবতর সোযনো েবরই েোটোে - এই ইিো ম ল”

“I used to have a special inclination towards music. A great musician came to
our ashram in Vṛndāvana from Haridas Swamiji’s Ashram. He showed so much
happiness embracing Me to his chest – by his blessings I have become successful in
this (musical) path – now there is no musical instrument in India that I cannot play.

58
59

18-syllable Gopāl-mantra
puruṣāṅga – male organ. Due to Bābā’s breathing exercises His organ had withdrawn into His

underbelly, which caused problems in urinating. It was cured through an operation.
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The famous musician Pārbatī Kar was My Vīṇā-Guru – I had a desire to spend My
whole life making music.”

His love of music was fulfilled when He attained the relish of the flute-sound of

Śrī Vṛndāvana’s youthful Cupid, Muralīdhārī.

After discussing all this Bābā withdrew for a few days, absorbed in meditation

on His beloved Lord. After that, in the beginning of Niyam Sebā60 He took leave of this
uncertain world and headed for the world of the gods, keeping His extraordinary life
and priceless teachings here for his children (disciples).

In this way Śrī-Śrī Bābā showed the sādhakas the way to go through His

extraordinary life and priceless teachings. Those lucky persons who saw Him
personally and managed to receive His mercy are blessed, and even those who

attained His mercy in various other ways are blessed. Today, as Kali is ruling all over

with his full vigour (youthful vigour), at the same time Bābā is protecting everyone by
stretching his fearless hands, speaking this abhaya-vāṇī (words of fearlessness) which

are like a nectar of revival – “এই আশ্রবির ক্তেসীিোনোর িবযে েমল প্রবেশ েরবত পোবর নো” “Kali
will not be able to enter the boundaries of this ashram”. Whenever we have the

opportunity in our busy lives to stop and think we can experience that Sādhu Bābā of
Rāmacandrapura accomplishes the spiritual welfare of His children even today, telling
travellers who have lost the way:

“পমেে তু মি পে হোমরবয ? এবসো এই পবে”

“Oh traveller, you lost the way? Come on this path!”
Thus ends Satinath Dutta’s ‘Sadhu Baba of Ramacandrapur’

the

Many thanks to Mālikā Dās and Jagonnāth Dās for helping with some of

colloquial Bengali.

English

Rādhāṣṭamī day, September 5, 2011.

translation by

Advaita

Published with permission of the author.

60

Holy month of Kartik (October-November), in which vows (niyam) are taken.
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Dās completed

